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Jurisdiction

The judgment of the Court of Appeals for the Fourth
Circuit was entered January 9, 1970 and petition for a writ

of certiorari was filed in this Court on April 9, 1969 and
was granted on June 29, 1970. This Court's jurisdiction

rests on 28 U.S.C. § 1254(1).
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Questions Presented

Whether the intentional use of psychological tests and

related formal educational requirements as employment

criteria violates the race discrimination prohibition of

Title VII, Civil Rights Act of 1964, where:

(1) the particular tests and standards used exclude Ne-

groes at a high rate while having a relatively minor

effect in excluding whites, and

(2) these tests and standards are not related to the em-

ployer's jobs.

Statutory Provisions Involved

United States Code, Title 42:

§ 2000e-2(a) [703(a) of Civil Rights Act of 1964]

(a) It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an

employer-

(1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any indi-

vidual, or otherwise to discriminate against any

individual with respect to his compensation, terms,
conditions, or privileges of employment, because of

such individual's race, color, religion, sex, or na-

tional origin; or

(2) to limit, segregate, or classify his employees in any
way which would deprive or tend to deprive any
individual of employment opportunities or other-
wise adversely affect his status as an employee,
because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex,
or national origin.
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§ 2000e-2(h) [§ 703(h) of Civil Rights Act of 1964]

(h) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title,
it shall not be an unlawful employment practice for

an employer to apply different standards of com-

pensation, or different terms, conditions, or priv-

ileges of employment pursuant to a bona fide senior-

ity or merit system, or a system which measures

earnings by quantity or quality of production or to
employees who work in different locations, provided

that such differences are not the result of an inten-

tion to discriminate because of race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin, nor shall it be an unlawful

employment practice for an employer to give and to

act upon the results of any professionally developed

ability test provided that such test, its administra-
tion or action upon the results is not designed, in-

tended or used to discriminate because of race, color,
religion, sex or national origin. It shall not be an un-

lawful employment practice under this title for any

employer to differentiate upon the basis of sex in

determining the amount of the wages or compensa-

tion paid or to be paid to employees of such em-

ployer if such differentiation is authorized by the
provisions of section 6(d) of the Fair Labor Stan-

dards Act of 1938, as amended (29 U.S.C. 206(d)).

§ 2000e-5(g) [§ 706(g) of Civil Rights Act of 1964]

(g) If the court finds that the respondent has inten-
tionally engaged in or is intentionally engaging in

an unlawful employment practice charged in the

complaint, the court may enjoin the respondent from

engaging in such unlawful employment practice,
and order such affirmative action as may be appro-
priate, which may include reinstatement or hiring
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of employees, with or without back pay (payable
by the employer, employment agency, or labor or-

ganization, as the case may be, responsible for the

unlawful employment practice). Interim earnings

or amounts earnable with reasonable diligence by

the person or persons discriminated against shall
operate to reduce the back pay otherwise allowable.

No order of the court shall require the admission or

reinstatement of an individual as a member of a

union or the hiring, reinstatement, or promotion of

an individual as an employee, or the payment to
him of any back pay, if such individual was refused

admission, suspended, or expelled or was refused

employment or advancement or was suspended or

discharged for any reason other than discrimination

on account of race, color, religion, sex or national

origin or in violation of section 704(a).

Statement of the Case

This is a class action under Title IV of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 brought by a group of incumbent black workers

against their employer, the Duke Power Company (herein-

after Duke). The petitioners claim that various aspects

of Duke's promotional policies effectively deny them equal

opportunity to jobs above the laborer category. The action
was commenced following proceedings before the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission (hereinafter some-

times "EEOC") in which reasonable cause was found to

believe that the company was engaging in gross practices

of racial discrimination (A. 2b-4b).

All the petitioners are employed at Duke's Dan River

Steam Station, a power generating facility located at

Draper, North Carolina (A. 55a). The employees at this
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plant are divided into five departments: Operations, Main-

tenance, Laboratory and Test, Coal Handling, and Labor.

(Because employees in all departments except Coal Han-

dling and Labor work inside the plant these other depart-

ments will be referred to collectively as the "inside" depart-

ments) .1

Black workers have been employed at this plant for a

number of years. There are now 14 blacks out of 95 total

employees (A. 19b). However, these blacks have been

tightly controlled. The District Court found,

"at some time prior to July 2, 1965, Negroes were rele-

gated to the [L]abor [D]epartment and prevented

access to other departments by reason of their race."

(A. 32a).

As might be expected, the Labor Department is the least

desirable one in the plant and is the lowest paid. Moreover,
blacks have even been denied the better paying jobs in that

department. The maximum wage ever earned by a black

worker in the Labor Department, including some with al-

most 20 years seniority, is $1.645 per hour (A. 109b). This
maximum is less than the minimum ($1.875) paid to any

white in the plant (A. 105b-108b). It is drastically less than
the wages paid to whites with comparable seniority in the

other departments where top jobs pay $3.18 or more per

hour (A. 72b).2

The first breach in this practice of relegating black work-

ers to low level positions in the Labor Department did not

occur until August 6,'1966 (more than a year after the July

2, 1965 effective date of Title VII) when a black laborer

1 There are also a few non-departmental jobs at the plant, all
of which are located inside except the watchmen (A. 58a).

2 These pay scales are based on 1967 data in the record; but
the same disparity continues to exist today.
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with a high school diploma and almost 13 years of seniority

was promoted to a "learner" position in the Coal Handling

Department paying $1.95 per hour (A. 83b, 109b, 126b).
At this time, whites with similar seniority and less educa-

tion were earning $3.00-$3.66 (A. 105b-108b, 126b).

By the time of trial, Duke had apparently relented from
its formal practice of restricting all black workers to low
level jobs in the Labor Department. However, the effect of
that practice was largely maintained by a company policy

precluding anyone from transferring to Coal Handling or

to one of the inside departments unless he either (1) had a

high school diploma, or (2) achieved a particular score on

each of two quickie "intelligence" tests-the 12-minute

Wonderlic Test and the 30-minute Bennet (sometimes re-
ferred to as the "Mechanical AA") (A. 20b-22b). Only 3
or 4 of the 14 black workers at Dan River could satisfy

these requirements.3 The other 10 or 11 black workers were

destined to a permanent low paid laborer status.

In contrast to its effect on black workers, these high

school and test requirements had no application to anyone

already in the Coal Handling Department or an inside de-

partment, either as a requirement for maintaining his

present position within his departmental area (A. 102a)

or for securing promotion to jobs paying $3.18 per hour

or more (A. 72b). All of the white workers in the plant were

in these better departments.

a Three of the black workers had high school diplomas (A. 109b,
126b). The Court of Appeals found that a fourth black worker,
Willie Boyd, had acquired an equivalency diploma which the com-
pany would accept in lieu of the regular diploma. Willie Boyd's
status is not entirely clear on the record. However the situation
as to him was mooted by the partial relief granted in the Court
of Appeals. See pp. 7-8, infra.
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Thus, for example, Clarence M. Jackson, a black with

7th grade education hired in 1951 as a laborer, remained

one in 1967 (at $1.645 per hour) and was unable to transfer
to a better job (A. 109b). By contrast, Jack O'Dell, a white
with 5th grade education, hired in 1951 as a helper, had
gained promotion to Coal Handling Operator by 1967 (at
$2.79 per hour) (A. 106b-126b). Jady Martin, a white with
7th grade education hired in 1956 as a helper, had worked

his way to Mechanic "B" in 1965 and was able to gain pro-

motion to Mechanic "A" in 1966 (at $3.41 per hour) (A.
106b-126b). Rollins, a white with 7th grade education, is
the labor foreman; he is responsible for supervising blacks,
several of whom have more formal education. Neither

O'Dell, Rollins nor Martin was ever called upon to take a

test.

The first of Duke's transfer requirements (high school

diploma) had been in effect for a number of years prior to

this action (A. 20b). The second (passing a test battery)
was newly adopted in September, 1965, in response to a

request from a number of white non-high school graduates

in the Coal Handling Department who wanted an alterna-

tive chance for promotion to inside jobs (A. 85a-87a). Both

requirements were challenged by petitioners on the grounds

that (1) they imposed a special burden on black employees

at Dan River not similarly imposed on white employees,
and (2) even if similarly imposed that they constituted dis-
criminatory requirements which are not related to the job

needs of Duke.

The District Court denied relief on either ground. The

Court of Appeals, however, accepted petitioners' claim that

the requirements were not similarly imposed insofar as

whites hired prior to either requirement were free to be

promoted without ever complying while contemporaneously

hired blacks were not. The court properly ruled that blacks
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hired prior to either requirement must be given the same

promotional opportunities as contemporaneously hired

whites-i.e., freed of the burden of either having a diploma

or passing a test. This aspect of the Court of Appeals deci-

sion, on which Supreme Court review has not been sought,
provided full relief to 7 of the 11 black workers who could

not meet the diploma/test requirement. The problem of the

remaining 4 blacks, as to whom the Court of Appeals de-

nied relief with Judge Sobeloff dissenting, is now before

this Court.

These four black workers were hired between 1957 and

1963 and have worked steadily at the plant since then (A.
109b). Their formal educations range from 4th grade to

10th grade, and one has also received special training in

auto mechanics' school (A. 126b). All four are in laborer

positions paying $1.53 to $1.645 per hour (A. 109b). Duke
has conceded that these laborers might perform well in

better paid departments such as Coal Handling, if given

the chance (A. 124b); and that many of the black laborers

have worked with the Coal Handling Department for many

years and thereby gained experience and familiarity with

the operations of the department (A. 106a, 124b). The
company's job descriptions prepared in connection with this

case indicate that the functions of Coal Handling employees

are similar in many respects to those of laborers (A. 48b-

49b, 65b-66b). However, Duke has made no attempt to
assess the job performance, work experience or other quali-

fications of these four longtime laborer employees to assess

their potential for advancement (A. 104a).

Rather, the sole reason given for freezing them in the

labor category is their failure to meet the diploma/test

requirement. This requirement has no sound basis in fact

or experience. It was adopted without any study, evalua-

tion or analysis of either the abilities needed on the jobs
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or the qualities measured by the requirement (A. 93a, 103a-
104a, 19b, 57b-71b, 85a-86a, 115b-116b, 199a-200a). The
Wonderlic test in particular has a heavy cultural orienta-

tion seemingly unrelated to most job functions at the plant

(A. 101b).

Summary of Argument

This is the first Title VII race discrimination case to come

before this Court on the merits. It follows five years of

experience under this landmark remedial statute during

which lower courts have generally sought to give it a broad

and flexible interpretation. This case thus presents the

Court with the first opportunity to affirm or reject the
general course taken by the great majority of lower courts

and will fundamentally affect the future direction of litiga-
tion under the Act.

I.

TITLE VII REQUIRES THAT TESTS AND DI-
PLOMA REQUIREMENTS BE RELATED TO JOB
PERFORMANCE NEEDS WHERE SUCH REQUIRE-
MENTS UNEQUALLY EXCLUDE BLACKS FROM
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES. IN FAILING TO
INSIST UPON SUCH JOB RELATEDNESS, THE DE-
CISION OF THE COURT BELOW INVITES EVASION
OF TITLE VII.

A. Tests and Diploma Requirements Have a Vast

Discriminatory Potential.

Petitioners challenge here the use of the diploma/test
requirement as prerequisites for jobs where such require-

ment unequally excludes blacks from employment oppor-
tunities and is not related to job performance. Petitioners
contend that Title VII requires that the diploma/test
requirement be related to job performance where such re-
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quirement unequally excludes blacks from employment op-

portunities.

Title VII, potentially a remedial milestone in civil rights
legislation, bars not only outright refusals to hire blacks;

but it also makes unlawful subtle or superficially neutral
forms of racial discrimination in employment. "Objective"

criteria such as the diploma/test requirement is a potent

tool for reducing black employment opportunities, to the

extent of frequently excluding blacks. In one typical case,
the EEOC has found that a battery of tests (including the
Wonderlic and Bennett used by Duke Power) excluded a

disproportionate number of Negroes. Similarly, the Com-

mission has found, confirmed by various studies, a great

racial disparity in test scores and receipt of a high school

diploma.

The gross differences between test scores achieved by
blacks and whites are directly attributable to race because of

the differences in education because of segregated schools

and differences in cultural environments. This is largely

true today and overwhelmingly true for petitioners who

completed their education before Brown began its erosion

of the pervasive practices of segregation and discrimina-

tion. Such discrimination on the basis of education and

test taking ability was well recognized by this Court in
Gaston County, North Carolina v. United States, 395 U.S.

285 (1969).

The facts regarding the disparity between black/white
educational opportunities make a salient point. If require-

ments such as passage of "intelligence" tests and a high

school diploma could be imposed without regard to job

relatedness almost every employer in the South could

create a substantial and unjustifiable job preference in

favor of whites. This possibility is particularly under-
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scored by the increased use of tests since the passage of

Title VII.

B. The Established Method of Guarding Against
Discriminatory Test and Educational Require-

ments, While Protecting the Reasonable Needs

of an Employer, Is to Insist That Such Require-
ments Be Related to Job Performance Needs.

The established method of guarding against discrimina-

tory test and educational requirements while protecting the

reasonable needs of an employer is to insist that such re-

quirements be related to job performance needs. This

means that the tests and educational requirements must

fairly measure the knowledge of skills required by the par-

ticular job which the applicant seeks. Both the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission and the office of Fed-

eral Contract Compliance require that test and educational

requirements be job related. Several United States District

Courts have issued decisions in accord with the view of

EEOC and OFCC, notably Arrington v. Massachusetts

Bay Transportation Authority, 306 F. Supp. 1355 (D. Mass.
1969).

In looking to job relatedness as the touchstone of the
fair use of test and educational requirements, the courts,
federal and state employment agencies are merely carry-

ing forward a Title VII principle established in a series of
cases challenging other unlawful employment requirements,
which though objective in form have the effect of system-

atically reducing Negro job opportunity. For example,
courts have struck down nepotic and seniority rules which

although adopted for nonracial reasons had a racially dis-

criminatory effect and were not job related.

The rationale of the job relatedness doctrine is clear.

If a test, education (or other objective requirement) is job
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related, employees are hired or promoted on the basis
of their ability to perform, which is fair. But where a test
or educational requirement is not job related, hiring and
promotion is done on the basis of educational and cultural
background which given the facts about schooling, housing
and other factors affected by race is only thinly veiled
racial discrimination.

By failing to insist on a reasonable relationship be-

tween the diploma/test requirement and job performance
needs, both the Court of Appeals and the District Court
have rejected the established standard for preventing un-
fair use of test and educational requirements-job related-

ness-and have opened the door to evasion of Title VII.

This Court should reverse and adopt the job relatedness

standard.

II.

THE RECORD BELOW OFFERS NO BASIS FOR
FINDING THAT THE DIPLOMA/TEST REQUIRE-
MENT MEETS A JOB RELATEDNESS STANDARD.

The method of determining whether a diploma/test re-

quirement is reasonably related to job performance needs

will vary from case to case. Many factors will influence this
determination, including the extent to which the require-
ment is prejudicing black workers. The diploma/test re-
quirement used in the instant case is clearly one which has

a serious prejudicial effect on black workers. The record
in this case is devoid of any meaningful showing by Duke

that this requirement is related to job performance needs.

If the court below had made any inquiry beyond merely

looking for an affirmative showing of racial animus, the
practice of the respondent would have been found to be
unlawful.
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A. The Diploma/Test Requirement Clearly Has a
Prejudicial Effect on Black Workers.

In addition to general statistics which firmly establishes
the prejudicial effect of the Duke's diploma/test require-
ment the effect of this requirement can be seen in the

specific impact on black workers at Duke. The only persons
burdened by this requirement are the four black petitioners

here involved; they are frozen in the all black Labor De-

partment where the top pay is $1.895 per hour. All of the
white workers are in departments with promotional ex-
pectancies leading to substantially higher pay levels.

B. It Cannot Be Assumed Without Supporting Evidence
That the Continuation of This Prejudicial Require-
ment Is Related to Its Job Performance Needs.

It has been demonstrated in dozens of studies that there

is commonly little or no relationship between test scores

and job performance. Aptitude tests may predict academic

performance rather well. But industrial testing involves a

range of skills and abilities entirely divorced from a pristine

test room setting. Because of the frequency with which tests

show little or no relation to job performance, it cannot be

assumed in any particular case that a test is making a use-

ful prediction without supporting evidence. In view of the
low validity and reliability of tests and education require-
ments in assessing job performance abilities, no require-

ment that grossly prefers whites over Negroes can be as-
sumed to be based on job performance unless supported by
proper study and evaluation. Absent such study and evalu-
ation, the use of these requirements constitutes an un-
justified exclusion of Negroes in violation of Title VII.
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C. Duke Has Made No Study or Analysis or Introduced

Any Evidence at All That the Diploma/Test Require-

ment Is Related to Its Job Performance Needs.

The record in this case shows that Duke's diploma/test

requirement is not based on business needs and was adopted

without proper study and evaluation. This case does not

involve persons unknown to Duke ; it involves only four

persons, each of whom has worked for Duke for at least

seven years. The Company is equipped to evaluate not

only the general reliability and performance of these men,
but also their specific abilities to learn and perform in other

jobs. Indeed, Duke concedes that these men might perform

well if given a chance. A lack of the need for the diploma/

test requirement is clearly demonstrated by the readiness

of Duke to permit present white employees in the better

departments to stay and be promoted without meeting this

requirement. In face of the undisputed evidence that the

diploma/test requirement is not essential and data showing

the serious racially prejudicial effect on black workers,
Duke's persistence in maintaining this requirement is but

a feeble attempt at rationalization for the continuation of

this practice.

1. The High School Diploma Requirement-Company of-
ficials testified that this requirement was adopted without
study or evaluation and without any particular evidence

that it would serve the employment needs of Duke. It was

adopted on the basis of what can be charitably described

as blind hope. If Duke is permitted to adopt a high school
diploma requirement on the flimsy basis set out on this

record any employer in the country would also be abso-

lutely free to adopt such a requirement or some other

educational requirement which would have the same effect

of grossly preferring whites over Negroes.
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2. The Test Requirement-The situation regarding the
tests is even less justifiable than that regarding the high
school diploma requirement. This requirement was adopted

to protect a group of white employees in Coal Handling
from the burdens of the high school diploma requirement.
As in the case of the high school diploma requirement it

was adopted without study, evaluation or analysis. At-

tempts by Duke at relating test scores to job success have
been unsuccessful. Its only justification is as a substitute
for the high school requirement and if that falls the test
requirement must fall.

III.

DUKE'S DISCRIMINATORY PRACTICES DERIVE
NO PROTECTION FROM SECTION 703(h) OF TITLE
VII.

Section 703(h) provides that an employer may rely upon
a "professionally developed ability test" which is "not
designed, intended or used to discriminate." This provi-

sion applies only to tests. This section has no applicability
whatsoever to the high school diploma requirement which
clearly violates Title VII for the reasons set out above.

While section 703(h) could have relevance to the test re-
quirement, it does not apply because Duke's tests are not
"professionally developed" within the meaning of the
statute, are "intended" to discriminate, and are being
"used" to discriminate even if not so intended.
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ARGUMENT

This is the first Title VII race discrimination case to

come before this Court on the merits. It follows five years

of experience under this landmark statute during which

courts have been enlightened and perceptive in giving it a

broad and flexible interpretation.4 This judicial approach

is consistent with the remedial role which Title VII was

designed to play in countering employment discrimination.
It has given Title VII the potential for becoming an effec-
tive force for fair employment in contrast to the many

state fair employment laws which languished under re-

strictive applications. This case thus presents the Court

with the first opportunity to affirm or reject an important

general course which the lower courts have taken. The

decision in this case will therefore fundamentally deter-

mine the future direction of Federal fair employment law.

Judge Sobeloff eloquently stated this point in his dissent
below:

"This decision we make today is likely to be as
persuasive in its effect as any we have been called

upon to make in recent years.

This case presents the broad question of the use of

allegedly objective employment criteria resulting in

the denial to Negroes of jobs for which they are poten-

4 See, e.g., Local 189, Papermakers and Paperworkers v. United
States, 416 F.2d 980 (5th Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 397 U.S. 919
(1970) ; United States v. Sheet Metal Workers, 416 F.2d 123 (8th
Cir. 1969); Miller v. International Paper Co., 408 F.2d 283 (5th
Cir. 1969) ; Choate v. Caterpillar Tractor Co., 402 F.2d 357 (7th
Cir. 1968); Robinson v. Lorillard Co., 62 Lab. Cas. 9423 (M.D.N.C.
1970).
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tally qualified. . . On this issue hangs the vitality

of the employment provisions (Title VII) of the. 1964
Civil Rights Act: whether The Act shall remain a

potent tool for equalization of employment opportunity

or shall be reduced to mellifluous but hollow rhetoric."

420 F.2d at 1237 (Emphasis added.)

The decisions of the Court of Appeals and the District
Court interpret Title VII so as to offer virtually no protec-

tion against such arbitrary use of diploma/test require-

ments, even where, as in this case, the requirements are

of such nature as to have a discriminatory impact on black

workers. Petitioners contend that this interpretation of

Title VII is unnecessarily narrow and that it led the courts

below to sustain a practice which would have been found

unlawful under a proper interpretation of Title VII.
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I.

Title VII Requires That Tests and Diploma Require-
ments Be Related to Job Performance Needs Where Such

Requirements Unequally Exclude Blacks From Employ-
ment Opportunities. In Failing to Insist Upon Such
Job Relatedness, the Decision of the Court Below Invites
Evasion of Title VII.

A. Tests and Diploma Requirements Have a Vast

Discriminatory Potential.

Title VII was a legislative milestone designed to be a

powerful force in alleviating the oppressed employment

situation of black workers. As such it was framed in broad

terms, barring not only outright refusals to hire blacks,
but also making it unlawful "otherwise to discriminate

against any individual with respect to his compensation,
terms, conditions or privileges of employment," ' or to

"classify . . . employees in any way which would tend to

deprive any individual of employment opportunities or

otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee," 8

because of race. With this sweeping language Congress

made it clear that Title VII was to reach all deterrents

to full black employment opportunity.

s Ranjel v. City of Lansing, 293 F. Supp. 301, 309 (D. Mich.
1969).

6 See, e.g., H.R. Rep. No. 570, 88th Cong., 1st Sess. 2-3 (1963) ;
H.R. Rep. No. 914, 88th Cong., 1st Sess. 138-41 (1963) (concurring
report of Congressman McCulloch and others); Hearings on Equal
Employment Opportunity before the General Subcomm. on Labor
of the House Comm. on Education & Labor, 88th Cong., 1st Sess.
passim (1963) ; Hearings on Equal Employment Opportunity be-
fore the Subcomm. on Employment & Manpower of the Senate
Comm. on Labor & Public Welfare, 88th Cong., 1st Sess. passim
(1963).

7 Section 703(a) (1), 42 U.S.C. §2000e-2(a) (1).
8Section 703;(a) (2), 42 U.S.C. §2000e-2(a) (2).
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There is no doubt that "objective" criteria, such as tests

and educational requirements, are potent tools for substan-

tially reducing black job opportunities, often to the extent
of wholly excluding blacks. The National Advisory Com-
mission on Civil Disorders (the Kerner Commission) put

it bluntly:

"Racial discrimination and unrealistic and unnecessarily

high minimum qualifications for employment or promo-

tion often have the same prejudicial effect." s

In one typical case, the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission found that use of a battery of tests, including

the Wonderlic and Bennett tests used by Duke Power

Company, resulted in 58% of whites passing the tests but

only 6% of blacks.' 0 The EEOC has recently ruled:

"It is now well settled that the use of the Wonderlic,
Bennett and certain other preemployment tests result in

rejection of a disproportionate number of Negro job ap-

plicants." " A flood of other studies confirm a great racial
disparity in test scores, especially in the South where the

disparity in educational opportunity has been the greatest.12

s Commission Report at 416 (Bantam Books ed. 1968).

10 Decision of EEOC, Dec. 2, 1966, reprinted at p. Br. Ap. 1,
infra.

1 EEOC decision 70-552 (Feb. 19, 1970) in CCH Fair Emp.
Prac. Guide 6139.

12 See J. Kirkpatrick, et al., Testing and Fair Employment 5
(1968) ; J. Coleman, Equality of Educational Opportunity 219-20
(1966) ; authorities collected in Cooper & Sobol, Seniority and
Testing under Fair Employment Laws, 82 Harv. L. Rev. 1598,
1639-41 nn. 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17.

The Wonderlic test is a mixture of questions on vocabulary,
mathematics, and other subjects, with a heavy emphasis on vocab-
ulary and reading ability. A testee is expected to answer questions
such as:

"No. 11. ADOPT ADEPT-Do these words have
1. Similar meanings,

2. Contradictory,
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The same disparate effect also results in the South when

a high school diploma requirement is imposed. As of the

last census, only 12% of North Carolina Negro males had

completed high school, as compared to 34% of North

Carolina white males. 3

These gross differences between blacks and whites are

directly traceable to race. The petitioners, who were born

black, received a different education in segregated schools

and grew up in a different cultural environment than they

would have had they been born white. They were forced

to drop out of school earlier because of economic necessity

produced by discrimination and because discrimination led

them to conclude that they could not make use of further

education. These facts are largely true even for the Negro

child born today. They are overwhelmingly true for peti-

3. Mean neither same nor opposite ?"

"No. 19. REFLECT REFLEX-Do these words have

1. Similar meanings,
2. Contradictory,
3. Mean neither same nor opposite ?"

"No. 24. The hours of daylight and darkness in September are
nearest equal to the hours of daylight in

1. June
2. March

3. May
4. November"

(See A. l01b-103b) The ability to answer such questions is ob-
viously related to formal schooling and cultural background. The
vocabulary questions call for an appreciation of subtle differences
in word meanings and parts of speech; the question of hours of
daylight cannot be answered reliably without knowledge of the
vernal equinox.

's EEOC Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures, 35 Fed.
Reg. 12333, at §1607.1(b) (August 1, 1970). U.S. Bureau of the
Census, U.S. Census of Population: 1960, Vol. 1, Part 35, at Table
47 p. 167.
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tioners, most of whom finished their schooling before the
1954 Brown decision began the erosion of pervasive prac-
tices of segregation and discrimination. The resulting in-
ferior education and a tendency to earlier dropping out
of school are racial characteristics of petitioners just as
clearly as is living in a ghetto. This point-that discrimina-
tion on the basis of education and test-taking ability is
a form of racial discrimination-was recognized by this
Court in Gaston County, North Carolina v. United States,
395 U.S. 285 (1969'). There the appellant had sought to
institute a literacy test for voter registration. The United
States opposed this test under the Voting Rights Act of
1965, contending that use of the test had "the effect of
denying or abridging the right to vote on account of race
or color" because of the inferior educations blacks had
received; and this Court sustained the Federal government

contention.

These facts regarding black/white education disparities
make a very salient point, which numerous courts and
governmental equal employment agencies have recognized.
If requirements such as a high school diploma or passage

of an "intelligence" test could freely be imposed, every
employer in North Carolina and throughout the South

could create a racially discriminatory promotional pre-
ference of three to one, or better, in favor of whites. Such

a practice could result in a closing of the decent employ-
ment market to all but a handful of blacks. This is not an
idle fear; since the enactment of Title VII there has been
an upsurge in use of tests, often as the sole basis for
making employment or promotion decisions.14

14 U.S. Dep't. of Labor, Validation of Employment Tests by Con-
tractors and Subcontractors Subject to the Provisions of Executive
Order 11246, at §§1(d), (e), 33 Fed. Reg. 14392 (1968) ; Wall St.
J., Feb. 9, 1965, at 1, col. 6.
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On the other hand, courts and equal employment agencies

have also recognized that Title VII does not go so far as

to guarantee a job to every black citizen. It is an unfor-

tunate fact of life in America that a heritage of discrimina-

tion has left many blacks with insufficient skills for many
of the better jobs in the economy. The disparity in black-
white test scores and education levels is to some extent a

reflection of the same deprivation as this lack of skills.

B. The Established Method of Guarding Against Dis-
criminatory Test and Educational Requirements,
While Protecting the Reasonable Needs of an Em-
ployer, Is to Insist That Such Requirements Be Re-
lated to Job Performance Needs.

The universal response of those courts and agencies con-

cerned by this dilemma has been to insist on job-related-

ness as the sine qua non of fair use of tests and educational
standards. This does not mean that a test must be a sample
of the actual job applied for or that employers cannot con-

sider reasonable future promotional possibilities in estab-

lishing a test. As defined by the Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission, the agency charged with enforcement

of Title VII, it means merely that tests must:

"fairly measure the knowledge or skills required by the

particular job or class of jobs which the applicant

seeks or which fairly affords the employer a chance to.

measure the applicant's ability to perform a particular

job or class of jobs." EEOC Guidelines on Employ-

ment Testing Procedures (1966), reprinted at A. 129b,
130b.15

15 For decisions applying these guidelines, see, e.g., EEOC De-
cision 70-552 (Feb. 19, 1970), in CCH Fair Employment Prac.
Guide X6139: EEOC Decision Case No. NO6809-327E (June 18,
1969), in CCH Fair Employment Prac. Guide 8516; EEOC Deci-
sion, Dec. 6, 1966, reprinted at p. Br. Ap. 3, infra; EEOC Decision
Dec. 2, 1966, reprinted at p. Br. Ap. 1, infra.
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The EEOC takes a similar position regarding educational

requirements.1 6 Most recently the EEOC position has been

elaborated in its new Guidelines on Employee Selection

Procedures, 35 Fed. Reg. 12333 (August 1, 1970). These
Guidelines which specifically cover intelligence and aptitude

tests and educational requirements, id. at $ 1607.2, demand

that employers using tests have available

"data demonstrating that the test is predictive of or

significantly correlated with important elements of

work behavior comprising or relevant to the job or

jobs for which Guidelines are being evaluated." Id. at

§1607.4(c).

Virtually the identical requirement is. imposed by the Office
of Federal Contract Compliance (OFCC) enforcer of Ex-

ecutive Order 11246 against discrimination by government
contractors. Validation of Tests by Contractors and Sub-

contractors subject to the Provisions of Executive Order
33 Fed. Reg. 14392, § 2(b) (1968). The same principles of
job relatedness have also been adopted by the several state

fair employment agencies which have spoken on the

subject."7

In the courts, although no other Court of Appeals has

dealt at length with issues of testing and educational re-

quirements, at least two District Courts in other circuits

16 See EEOC Decision, Dec. 6, 1966, reprinted at p. Br. Ap. 3,
infra. Contrary to assertions made .in respondent's opposition to
certiorari, a careful reading of this EEOC decision will show that
it involved an educational requirement (8th grade) as well as tests.

17 California, Fair Employment Practices Equal Good Employ-
ment Practices, in CCH Employment Practices Guide 20,861;
Colorado Civil Rights Commission Policy Statement on the Use of
Psychological Tests in CCH Employment Practices Guide 21,060;
Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission, Affirmative Action
Guidelines for Employment Testing, in CCH Employment Prac-
tices Guide 27,295.
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have done so, and have resolved the issue in favor of a job-
relatedness requirement. Most explicit is Arrington v.

Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, 306 F. Supp.

1355 (D. Mass. 1969):

"[I] f there is no demonstrated correlation between

scores on an aptitude test and ability to perform well

on a particular job, the use of the test in determining

who or when one gets hired makes little business sense.

When its effect is to discriminate against disadvantaged

minorities, in fact denying them equal opportunity for

public employment, then it becomes unconstitutionally

unreasonable and arbitrary." 30 F. Supp. at 1358.

This was a decision based on the Fourteenth Amendment.

But the same view was adopted under Title VII in United

States v. H. K. Porter Co., 296 F. Supp. 40 (N.D. Ala.
1968), appeal noticed, 5th Cir. No. 27703. There the court
reasoned:

"the court agrees in principle with the proposition that

aptitudes which are measured by a test should be rele-

vant to the aptitudes which are involved in the per-

formance of jobs." 296 F. Supp. at 78 (dictum).

Other Courts of Appeals and District Courts have also in-

dicated adherence to a similar point of view. See United

States v. Sheetmetal Workers Local 36, 416 F. 2d 123, 136
(1969) ; Dobbins v. Local 212, IBEW, 292 F. Supp. 413,
433-34, 439 (S.D. Ohio 1968); Penn v. Stumpf, 308 F. Supp.
1283 (N.D. Calif. Feb. 3, 1970) ; cf. Porcelli v. Titus, 302
F. Supp. 726, 60 Lab. Cas. 9302 (D. N.J. 1969); Colbert
v. H.K. Corporation, C.A. No. 11599 (N.D. Ga. July 6,
1970) appeal noticed August 3, 1970.18

"8 In Parham v. Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., F. Supp.
60 Lab. Cas. 9297 (W.D. Ark. 1969), appeal noticed, 8th
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In looking to job relatedness as the touchstone of fair

use of educational and test requirements, these courts are

merely carrying forward a Title VII principle firmly estab-

lished in a series of cases challenging other objective em-

ployment requirements. The use of tests and educational

requirements is but one example of a new breed of racial

discrimination. While outright and open exclusion of

Negroes is pass, the use of various forms of neutral, ob-

jective criteria which systematically reduce Negro job op-

portunity are producing much the same result. As this

Court has long recognized in other contexts of racial dis-

crimination, those rules which are objective and neutral in
form may well be racially discriminatory in substance and

effect. Under this principle, the Court has, for example,
struck down grandfather clauses for voter registration, 9

the use of tuition grant arrangements which foster segre-

gated schools,20 and the use of a gerrymander which under-

cuts Negro voting power.2 ' Under Title VII, as well as in

these other contexts, it is essential that "sophisticated as

well as simple minded modes of discrimination"2 2 be out-

lawed.

The initial Title VII case challenging an objective cri-
terion that caused racial discrimination was directed at the

practice of nepotism. In the context of a white dominated

Cir. No. 19969, a series of preemployment tests were sustained
without specifically inquiring into job-relatedness. However, since
the court found that the tests were "simple", that "plaintiff himself
did well on them", and that the tests were not operating as a serious
barrier to black employment, it was hardly necessary to look to job-
relatedness. Id. at 6746.

19 Guinn v. United States, 238 U.S. 347 (1915).
20 Louisiana Financial Assistance Comm'r v. Poindexter, 389

U.S. 571 (1968), affirming 275 F. Supp. 833 (E.D. La. 1967).

21 Gomillion v. Lightfoot, 364 U.S. 339 (1960).

" Lane v. Wilson, 307 U.S. 268, 275 (1938).
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work force, nepotism, even though primarily motivated by

racially innocent familial purposes, has a highly discrim-

inatory effect. A nepotic practice was therefore struck

down in Local 53, International Assoc. of Heat & Frost

Insulators and Asbestos Workers v. Vogler, 407 F.2d 1047
(5th Cir. 1969). As the Fifth Circuit later explained, the
nepotic practice violated Title VII because "it served no

purpose related to ability to perform the work in the as-

bestos trade." Local 189, United Papermakers and Paper-

workers v. United States, 416 F.2d 980, 989 (5th Cir. 1969),
cert. denied, 397 U.S. 919 (1970). In other words, the prac-
tice was not job related.

The court in the Papermakers Local 189 case went on to

extend this job-relatedness principle to strike down certain

seniority rules. These rules preferred white workers over

their black contemporaries on the basis of seniority ac-

quired when the black workers had been openly excluded

from desirable jobs. Even though these seniority rules were

adopted innocently for nonracial reasons, the court con-

cluded that such rules could not be sustained where they

had the effect of barring black workers from jobs they were

capable of performing. Id. at 988. The same application

of the job-relatedness principle to strike down discrimina-

tory seniority rules has been made by the Eighth Circuit

and by District Courts in the Sixth and Fourth Circuits.
United States v. Sheet Metal Workers, Local 36, 416 F.2d
123 (8th Cir. 1969); Dobbins v. Local 212, IBEW, 292
F. Supp. 413 (N.D. Ohio 1968) ; Quarles v. Philip Morris,
Inc., 279 F. Supp. 505 (E.D. Va. 1968). See also United
States v. Hays Int'l Corp., 415 F.2d 1038 (5th Cir. 1969).23

23 There is one District Court decision contra in the Fifth Cir-
cuit, United States v. H. K. Porter Co., 296 F. Supp. 40 (N.D.
Ala. 1968) appeal noticed 5th Cir. No. 27703. However, this deci-
sion preceded the Court of Appeals decisions in Papermakers Local
189 and Hayes Int'l. Corp., cited above, and is plainly overruled
by them.
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And in a very recent case, the principle was applied to strike

down the discriminatory use of arrest records. Gregory v.

Litton Systems Inc., F. Supp. ; 63 Lab. Cas.
91 9485 (C.D. D. Calif. July 28, 1970).

As Judge Sobeloff's dissenting opinion below explained,
the teaching of these seniority and nepotism cases is that:

"the statute interdicts practices that are fair in form, but

discriminatory in substance ... The critical inquiry is

business necessity and if it cannot be shown that an

employment practice which excludes blacks stems from

legitimate needs the practice must end." 420 F.2d at
1238.

Judge Sobeloff went on to observe that this principle ap-
plies to discriminatory tests and educational requirements

as well as to seniority and nepotism. Where such require-

ments are not job-related they are not justified by business
necessity and must be struck down.24

The rationale of those courts and agencies in insisting
upon job-relatedness is clear. If a test, educational stan-

dard (or other objective requirement) is job-related, em-

ployees are hired or promoted on the basis of their ability

to perform, which is fair. But where a test or educational

requirement is not job-related, hiring and promotion is

done on the basis of educational and cultural background,
which given the facts about schooling, housing and other
factors affected by race, is only thinly veiled racial dis-

crimination. This racial discrimination in some cases may

be a product of naked racism. In other cases, it may simply

be motivated by a commitment to what some may perceive

as middle class values and certain personal life styles. But

in either case, the result is the same-seriously reduced

24 See generally Cooper and Sobol, Seniority and Testing Under
Fair Employment Laws, 82 Harv. L. Rev. 1593, 1669-73 (1969).
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black job opportunity and gross employment preference

for whites over blacks 2 -and it is this discriminatory re-

sult which Title VII declares unlawful."6

The decision below stands out in bold relief against the

virtually unanimous endorsement of the job-relatedness

principle by other courts and agencies. This principle was

openly rejected by the court below. Specifically, as to the
test requirement, the Court of Appeals recognized:

"The [District Court] held that the tests given by
Duke were not job-related.... 420 F.2d at 1234.

But the court went on to conclude:

"We agree with the district court that a test does not

have to be job-related in order to be valid under [Title

VII] ." 420 F.2d at 1235.

25 Black unemployment, has run at roughly double the white rate
for the past two decades and continues at that rate even today.
See National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, Report
253 (Bantam Ed. 1968); Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment
and Earnings, June 1970, Table A-3, Major Unemployment Indi-
cators.

26 The emphasis or result rather than motive is clear in sections
703(a) (2) and 703(c) (2) of Title VII which define unlawful
practices as those which "tend to deprive" or "adversely affect"
because of race, without reference to the employer's reasons for
the practices. The only reference to intent in the general provi-
sions of Title VII is in a remedial provision, section 706 (g), which
is designed only to assure that employers are not subjected to in-
junctions for accidental events. Any knowing and purposive act,
such as the intentional adoption and continuation of test and edu-
cational requirement with full knowledge of its effects is covered
by this provision. Papermakers Local 189 v. United States, 416
F.2d 980, 995-97 (5th Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 397 U.S. 919 (1970).
See Blumrosen, Seniority and Equal Employment Opportunity:
A Glimmer of Hope, 23 Rutgers L. Rev. 268, 280-84; Cooper &
Sobol, Seniority and Testing Under Fair Employment Laws, 82
Harv. L. Rev. 1598, 1674-76 (1969). "Intent" is also referred in a
special section dealing with tests, section 703 (h), which is dis-
cussed at pp. 46-51, infra.
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As to the diploma requirement, the court was less explicit,
but it plainly did not ask, as do the EEOC and other courts
and agencies, that the requirement be shown to "fairly

measure knowledge or skills" needed on jobs at Dan River.
Moreover, since Duke's own testimony established that the

tests and the diploma requirement measure the same thing

(A. 181a), if the tests are not job-related presumably the
diploma requirement also is not. Instead of evaluating job

relatedness, the Court of Appeals seemed to be searching

for some affirmative evidence of racial animus-some show-

ing of a motive to discriminate in adopting the challenged

requirements. If this is to be the standard, then Title VII
will be rendered largely ineffective in pursuing the goal
of full fair employment. The record in this case indicates

how easily any employer can justify even the most arbitrary

and discriminatory use of tests under the standard applied
by the Court of Appeals. See pp. 39-44, infra.

By its failure to insist on a reasonable relationship be-
tween the diploma/test requirement and job performance
needs, both the Court of Appeals and the District Court
have rejected the established standard for preventing un-

fair use of test and educational requirements and have

opened the door to evasion of Title VII by innocence and
design. This Court should recognize the expertise of the

EEOC27 and reaffirm the soundness of the job-relatedness

requirement.

27 See Udall v. Tallman, 380 U.S. 1, 16 (1965); FTC v. Colgate-
Palmolive Co., 380 U.S. 374, 385 (1965) ; Fawcus Machine Co. v.
United States, 282 TJ.S. 375, 378 (1931) ; United States v. American
Trucking Assn., 310 U.S. 534, 549 (1940) ; United States v. Public
Utilities Comm., 345 U.S. 295, 314-315 (1953,) ; FTC v. Mandel
Bros., 359 U.S. 385, 391 (1959). This point is further developed in
the brief of the United States as amicus curiae.
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II.

The Record Below Offers No Basis for Finding That
the Diploma/Test Requirement Meets This Job-Related-
ness Standard.

The method of determining whether a diploma/test re-

quirement is reasonably related to job performance needs

will vary from case to case. In some cases the relationship

will be patent. For example, in one recent decision the

EEOC sustained use of tests of arithmetic and change-

making ability for selecting "checkers". In so doing, the

Commission observed that the tests covered "specific skills

(change making and computation) which are actually per-

formed by incumbents of the job classifications for which

they are administered".2 8 In the case of generalized IQ or

aptitude tests, the EEOC frequently calls for more thor-
ough study to justify test use.29 Obviously many factors

will influence this determination, including the extent to

which the requirement is prejudicing black workers. A re-

quirement which does not result in a great preference for

whites over blacks need be subjected to little, if any, exami-

nation under fair employment laws." However, the di-

ploma/test requirement used in this case is clearly one

which has a serious prejudicial effect on blacks, and the

2 EEOC Decision No. 70-630, Case No. AT 68-3-824E (Mar. 17,
1970), in CCH Fair Employment Pract. Guide Y6136.

29 See EEOC Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures, 35
Fed. Reg. 12333 (August 1, 1970). EEOC Decision No. 70-501,
Case YAT9-633 (Jan. 29, 1970), in CCH Fair Employment Prac.
Guide U6112 (covering several aptitude tests including Bennett
test used by Duke) ; EEOC Decision No. 70-552 (Feb. 19, 1970),
in CCH Fair Employment Prac. Guide V6139 (covering Wonderlic
and Bennett tests used by Duke).

" See Parham v. Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., F. Supp.
60 Lab. Cas. Y9297 (W.D. Ark. 1969).
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record is devoid of any meaningful showing that the re-

quirement is related to job performance needs. Therefore,
if the court below had made any inquiry beyond merely
looking for an affirmative showing of racial animus, the

practices of Duke would have been found unlawful.

A. The Diploma/Test Requirement Clearly Has a
Prejudicial Effect on Black Workers.

The prejudicial effect of this requirement is firmly estab-

lished by the abundant data cited earlier-that only 1/3 as

many blacks as whites in North Carolina have a high school

diploma, and only a fraction as many blacks as whites will

pass the Wonderlic and Bennett tests. See pp. 19-20, supra.

But beyond these general statistics, the prejudicial effect

can also be seen in the specific impact of the requirement

at Duke. Since the requirement applies only to certain

interdepartmental transfers, its real impact is only on those

employees in departments who need to transfer for decent

promotional opportunity. The only persons thus burdened

are the four black workers involved in this petition. They

are frozen in the Labor Department with a top pay expecta-

tion of only $1.895 per hour (A. 72b). 31 All of the white
workers are in departments with promotional expectancies

leading to substantial pay levels.

B. It Cannot Be Assumed Without Supporting Evidence
That the Continuation of This Prejudicial Require-
ment Is Related to Duke's Job Performance Needs.

The aspect of diploma and test requirements that is so

appealing and yet so deceptive to employers is a super-

ficially plausible relationship to job performance. The pos-

sibility of getting a more "intelligent" employee through
use of such devices is often assumed to be a means of get-

31 The foreman job in the Labor Department pays $2.505 per
hour, but it is not open to non-high school graduates (A. 63b).
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ting more productive and more valuable employees. But

in the context of industrial jobs, such as those at Duke's

Dan River Plant, an immense body of evidence has shown

this assumption to be unfounded.

This point has been proven time and again in careful

studies by industrial psychologists investigating the
"validity" of standard tests such as the Wonderlic and the
Bennett in predicting an individual's ability to perform
industrial jobs. It has been demonstrated in dozens of

studies there is commonly little or no relationship between

test scores and job performance. An eminent industrial

psychologist, Dr. Edwin Ghiselli of the University of Cali-
fornia, recently reviewed all the available data on the pre-

dictive power of standardized aptitude tests in an effort to

develop better testing practices. Dr. Ghiselli is a strong

supporter of tests. Yet he was forced to conclude that in

trades and crafts aptitude tests "do not well predict suc-

cess on the actual jobs," 32 and that in industrial occupa-

tions "the general picture is one of quite limited predictive

power." " In many situations there is actually a negative

relationship between test scores and job success.34

What does this mean in practical terms ? An example,
which is by no means unusual, is contained in a report of a

study performed in a large Southern aluminum plant."

The study showed that scores on the Wonderlic test had

no relation whatsoever to job performance ability. Black

32 E. Ghiselli, The Validity of Occupations Aptitude Tests 51
(1966).

33. d. at 57.

3 E.g., id., at 46.

3 Mitchell, Albright & McMurry, Biracial Validation of Selec-
tion Procedures in a Large Southern Plant, in Proceedings of 76th
Annual Convention of the American Psychological Association,
Sept., 1968, reprinted in Appendix hereto at pp. Br. Ap. 6-7, infra.
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workers were scoring only half as well as whites on the

test, but there was no difference between races in job per-

formance ability. If the test had been blindly used, Negroes
would have been grossly screened out without business need

and contrary to the interests of the employer. Other studies

have shown, for example, that the Wonderlic and related

tests are of no significant value in predicting performance

of ordnance factory workers or radio assembly workers, 6

workers in the printing and publishing industry,3 7 and

workers in the manufacture of finished lumber products

and transportation equipment. 38 As to the Bennett and re-

lated tests, studies have shown, for example, that test

scores are of no significant value in predicting job success

in occupations such as textile weaving3 9 and jobs in the

manufacture of electrical equipment.4 0

These results should not be surprising. Aptitude tests

may be expected to predict future academic performance

rather well because grades are measured by performance

on more tests. But industrial job performance involves a
range of skills and abilities entirely divorced from a pris-

tine test room setting. There is an understandably low

correlation between test taking skills and job performance

skills.

This is particularly true when the test is being given to

a mixed racial group. One of the basic assumptions under-

lying tests is what might be called the "equal exposure"

36 Super and Crites, Appraising Vocational Fitness 106 (Rev.
ed. 1962).

" E. Ghiselli, The Validity of Occupations Aptitude Tests 137
(1966).

38 Id. at 135, 148.
3 Id. at 132.
40 Id. at 147.
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assumption. Because a test measures how well a person

has learned various skills and information, test scores may

sometimes make a reasonably useful prediction of perfor-

mance on the job. But when this equal exposure assumption

is false-as it surely is in the case of comparisons between

Southern Negroes and whites-the already shaky basis for

test predictions is drastically undercut.41 For this reason,
as petitioners' expert witness Dr. Richard Barrett testified

he found in his Ford Foundation study, a test may predict

differently for one racial group than it does for another

(A. 140a).

Of course, tests are not always so poor at predicting. In

some cases tests may be reasonably useful. The point is

that predicting job performance on the basis of tests or on

other measures of educational background is a highly pre-

carious endeavor dependent on a myriad of factors.42 Be-

41 This point was made very clearly by the court in Hobson v.
Hansen, 269 F. Supp. 401, 484-485 (D.D.C. 1967):

"A crucial assumption [in evaluating aptitude test scores] .. .
is that the individual is fairly comparable with the norming
group in terms of environmental background and psychological
make-up ; to the extent the individual is not comparable, the
test score may reflect those differences rather than innate dif-
ferences. . .

". ... For this reason, standard aptitude tests are most precise
and accurate in their measurements of innate ability when
given to white middle class students.

"When standard aptitude tests are given to low-income Negro
children, or disadvantaged children, howover, the tests are
less precise and less accurate-so much so that test scores
become practically meaningless. Because of the impoverished
circumstances that characterize the disadvantaged child, it is
virtually impossible to tell whether the test score reflects lack
of ability-or simply lack of opportunity. . . ." (Emphasis
added.)

42 See Ghiselli, The Generalization of Validity, 12 Personnel Psy-
chology 397-398, 400 (1959)

"A confirmed pessimist at best, even I was surprised at the
variation in findings concerning a particular test applied to
workers on a particular job. We certainly never expect the
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cause of the frequency with which test scores show little or

no relation to job performance, it cannot be assumed in

any particular case that a test is making a useful prediction
without supporting evidence. As outlined in the testimony

of Dr. Barrett, sound business practice as well as fair em-

ployment, calls for an employer to make a careful analysis

of the tasks involved in his jobs and to determine what

skills and abilities are needed to carry out those tasks.

After such an analysis, the employer can select, on the basis

of informed judgment and careful study, procedures which

will rationally and fairly appraise those skills (A. 125a-
129a)." Both the EEOC and OFCC Guideline on Selection
Procedures, as well as all standard texts on test use insist

on such careful study as a prerequisite to using any par-

ticular test to deny promotions or jobs." Even the manual

repetition of an investigation to give the same results as the
original. But we never anticipated them to be worlds apart.
Yet this appears to be the situation with test validities. . ."

". . . We start off by making the best guesses we can as to which
tests are most likely to predict success and are not at all sur-
prised when we are completely wrong."

" Even those in the business of selling tests, who might be ex-
pected to ease the way for their use, concede the need for such
study. See Science Research Assoc., Inc., a subsidiary of IBM,
Business and Industrial Education Catalog 1968-69, at 4:

"A sound testing program is based on four critical steps:
1. Careful job analysis.
2. An analysis and assessment of essential job character-

istics.
3. Selection of the test or tests.
4. Testing the tests."

" EEOC Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures, 35 Fed.
Reg. 12333 at §§1607.4, 1607.5, 1607.7; OFCC, Validation of Tests
by Contractors and Subcontractors subject to the Provisions of
Excutive Order 11246, 33 Fed. Reg. 14392, § §2, 3, 5, (1968).

"Some adequate measure of validity is absolutely necessary be-
fore the value of a test can really be known and before the
scores on the test can be said to have any meaning as predictors
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for the Wonderlic Test, upon which Duke relies, unequivo-

cally states:

of job success. .. . The use of unverified tests, whether through
innocence or intent, cannot be condoned. .. . For example, if
a test is known to measure some psychological ability, such as
ability to work with mechanical relations, and certain me-
chanical performances are required in the performance of the
job, the test still cannot be considered valid until the scores
have been checked against some index of job success." Ghiselli
and Brown, Personnel and Industrial Phychology 187-88
(1955) ;

"Tests must always be selected for the particular purpose for
which they are to be used; even in similar situations, the same
test may not be appropriate. . . . Tests which select super-
visors well in one plant prove valueless in another. No list
of recommended tests can eliminate the necessity for carefully
choosing tests to suit each situation. . . . No matter how com-
plete the test author's research, the person who is developing
a selection or classification program must, in the end, confirm
for himself the validity of the test in his particular situation.
. In most predictive uses of tests, the published validity
coefficient is no more than a hint as to whether the test is
relevant to the tester's decision. He must validate the test in
his own school or factory. . . ." 1 Cronbach, Essentials of
Psychological Testing 86, 105, 119 (2d at 1960).

"It is of utmost importance that any tests that are used, for
employment purposes or otherwise be validated. . . . It is only
when a test has been demonstrated to have an acceptable de-
gree of validity that it can be used safely with reasonable as-
surance that it will serve its intended purpose."

"The point to be emphasized throughout this discussion is that
no one-whether he is an employment manager, a psychologist,
or anyone else-can predict with certainty which tests will be
desirable tests for placement on any particular job." Tiffin
and McCormick, Industrial Psychology 119, 124 (5th ed.
1965).
See also e.g., Ghiselli and Brown, supra, at 210; Ruch, Psy-
chology and Life 67, 456-57 (5th ed. 1958) ; Siegel, Industrial
Psychology 122 (1962) ; Thorndike, Personnel Selection Tests
and Measurement Techniques 5-6 (1949) ; Freeman, Theory
and Practice of Psychological Testing 88 (3rd ed. 1962) ;
Lawshe and Balma, Principles of Personnel Testing (2nd ed.
1966).
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"The examination is not valuable unless it is carefully

used, and norms are established for each situation in

which it is to be applied." (Emphasis added.)45

Insofar as a high school diploma requirement is used to

measure job performance abilities it is no better than a

test and probably much worse. There is so much variation

in the quality of high schools, the nature of the courses

taken, the grades in the courses and many other factors

that a high school diploma is a highly unreliable indicator.
In a recent book examining the significance of educational

requirements for jobs, Professor Ivar Berg sets out data
from a series of studies covering workers in such industries

as a Mississippi textile company, a Southern hosiery manu-

facturing plant, two urban utility companies and an auto

assembly plant. Professor Berg also examined the per-

formance of Air Traffic Controllers in detail. The conclu-

sion of every one of these studies was that the formal edu-

cational attainments of the workers bore no significant

relationship to job success.4"

In light of the experience derived from years of study
with tests, Professor Berg's findings are to be expected.
It should be obvious that if a consistent and reliable meas-

ure (such as a test) cannot well evaluate job performance

potential, an inconsistent and unreliable measure of the

same thing (such as a high school diploma requirement)

cannot do so." Many companies honestly interested in fair

45 Wonderlic Personnel Test Manual 2 (1961).

46 Education and Jobs: The Great Training Robbery, 87-90,
167-72, (1970), summarized in Berg, Rich Men's Qualifications for
Poor Man's Jobs, Trans-Action, Mar. 1969, at 45, 49.

" While it is impossible to determine on the record before us
what the results might have been of a study at Dan River similar
to those conducted by Professor Berg, the evidence suggests that
the high school diploma would have been found irrelevant to any
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employment have decided, after investigating the matter,
that a high school diploma requirement is not worthwhile
and should be dropped. This group includes the First
National City Bank, Metropolitan Life Insurance Com-

pany, American Broadcasting Company and the Chemical

Bank New York Trust Company."

It is sometimes suggested that a high school diploma re-

quirement is useful as a measure of motivation and perse-

verance rather than as a measure of learning. This may

be true in some situations involving the selection of new

employees and may sometimes justify use of the require-

ment in such situations (assuming the discrimination in-

herent in this measure of perseverance is adequately dealt

with). In this case, however, Duke has made it clear that

the requirement is being used as a measure of learning, not
motivation (R. 102a, 188a). This is necessarily so because
it would be foolish to attempt to use a high school diploma
requirement to assess the motivation and perseverance of

employees whose work habits have been observed for sev-

eral years. This direct in-plant observation enables a far

better assessment than any externally based standard.

In view of the low validity and reliability of test and
education requirements in assessing job performance abili-

ties, no such requirement that grossly prefers whites over

job needs there. That has certainly proven to be the case for the
white employees working at the company in 1955 when the re-
quirement was adopted. The present average salary level of these
whites who happen to have a high school diploma ($3.41) is not
significantly different from those who do not have a diploma
($3.30) (A. 105b-108b, 126b). This indicates that these non-high
school employees have not been significantly impeded by their lack
of education in moving into better jobs at Dan River.

48 Hearings before the United States Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission on Discrimination in White Collar Employment,
New York City, Jan. 15-18, 1968, at 46-48, 99, 377, 466.
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Negroes can be assumed to be based on job performance

need unless supported by proper study and evaluation.

Absent such study and evaluation, the use of these require-

ments constitutes an unjustified exclusion of Negroes in

violation of Title VII.

C. Duke Has Made No Study or Analysis or Introduced

Any Evidence at All That the Diploma/Test Require-
ment Is Related to Its Job Performance Needs.

The arbitrariness of Duke's continued use of the diploma/

test requirement is astounding in light of the care and

study needed to assure fairness. It is important to remem-

ber that this case does not involve a great mass of persons

unknown to Duke who must be sorted by some rules of

thumb. It involves only four persons, each of whom has

worked steadily at the Dan River plant for at least seven

years. For a portion of this time before July 2, 1965, they
could only serve as laborers under Duke's rigid policy

of segregation. During this period of their early manhood

they were, in effect, discouraged by Duke from furthering

their education by the knowledge that it could not lead to
promotion. All four of these men have now served in the

job of "semi-skilled laborer" for at least three and a half

years (A. 109b, 77b). 4 This job category at Duke involves
far more than simple janitorial tasks. As semi-skilled
laborers, the petitioners have been required to operate a

wide variety of mechanical equipment and machinery, in-

cluding mowing machines, tractors, lift trucks, jack ham-

mers, air motors, grinders; and make minor repairs to this

equipment (A. 65b). These duties are similar in most

respects to the duties of men in the Coal Handling Depart-

ment (A. 49b). In many cases, semi-skilled laborers have

* Willie Griggs and C. E. Purcell, the two blacks most recently
promoted to the "semi-skilled laborer" position were moved on
Nov. 14, 1966 (A. 77b).
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worked with the Coal Handling Department and gained

experience and familiarity with the duties there (A. 106a,
124b). Therefore the company is well equipped to evaluate

not only the general reliability and performance of these

men but also their specific abilities to learn and perform

in a context resembling the Coal Handling Department. 50

The company concedes that many laborers might per-
form well in Coal Handling if given the chance (A. 124b).
This conclusion is confirmed by the fact that eight of twelve

men in the Coal Handling Department, including the two

foremen and the three senior operators are performing

well despite having only a ninth grade education or less

(A. 105b-108b, 126b). When ordered by the Court of Ap-
peals to open up Coal Handling jobs and inside jobs to the

6 or 7 black non-high school graduates hired before 1955,
Duke willingly acceded to the order without even attempt-

ing to cross-petition for certiorari; thus showing that non-

high school laborers could feasibly be considered for better

jobs.

Yet, despite this overwhelming evidence that a high school

diploma is not needed to perform at least some better jobs

at Dan River, particularly in the Coal Handling Depart-
ment, and despite the company's extensive personnel data

on the four black laborers hired after 1955, the company

continues to insist that these four workers cannot be trans-

ferred to any better job without meeting the diploma/test
requirement. The company claims that it has not even

considered whether the qualifications and performance of

the four laborers is sufficient to merit promotion (A. 104a).

50 Indeed, one of the defined duties of the Labor Department
foreman is to "evaluate employees under his supervision for merit
reviews and promotions". Defendant's Answer to Interrogatory
No. 18, filed Feb. 28, 1967 (Not in printed record).
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One would think that in the face of (1) undisputed evi-
dence that the diploma/test requirement is not essential,
(2) data showing that the requirement has a seriously

racially prejudicial effect, and (3) the knowledge that the
burden of this requirement falls only on four long time

employees whose status is in some sense a moral responsi-

bility of the company, the persistence of Duke would be

based on some compelling reason. What the record indi-

cates, is not a compelling reason but rather a feeble attempt

at rationalization.

1. The High School Diploma Requirement-The basis
on which this requirement is claimed to have been adopted
is set out in the testimony of A. C. Theis, Vice-President of

Production and Operation for the Duke Power Company.

Mr. Theis said that the company found that some of its

employees had insufficient ability to be promoted to top
level jobs. He then explained:

"This was why we embraced the High School education

as a requirement. There is nothing magic about it,
and it doesn't work all the time, because you can have

a man who graduated from High School, who is cer-

tainly incompetent to go on up, but we felt this was a

reasonable requirement. . . ." (A. 93a).

"I am perfectly willing to admit to you that there are
people without a High School education, who are in

the Operating jobs, for instance, at Dan River, who

have done a satisfactory job. I'm not denying that at

all. I can't deny that because we certainly have them

there who have done this job, who have been there
for over ten years. I don't think there is anything
magic about a High School education. . . ." (A. 103a-
104a).
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This explanation could be repeated by any company in the

world. It shows nothing more than a whim, a blind hope

without any study, evaluation or analysis. The company

did not determine that lack of education was the disabling

factor for its unsuccessful employees. The company made

no formal job evaluation study, and prepared no summaries

of duties required on jobs or analysis of the qualifications

needed to do those jobs (A. 19b, 57b-71b, 109-110a).5"

Petitioners are quite willing to concede that there may

conceivably be some jobs at Duke for which the diploma/test

requirement is relevant, although that remains to be proven.

But it is equally clear that there are many jobs in the

better departments, particularly in Coal Handling, where

the requirement is unlikely to be of any relevance to job

performance. Duke's decision to apply the requirement

51 The Court of Appeals was incorrect in asserting that Duke's
expert witness, Dr. Moffie, had "concluded that a high school edu-
cation would provide the training, ability and judgment to perform
tasks in the higher skill classifications." 420 F.2d 1233. This find-
ing, if accurate, would certainly go to the question of job-related-
ness. However, it is based on the misreading of Dr. Moffie's testi-
mony. He said only that "the assumption is" that the educational
requirement is job related, not that he had verified or even sup-
ported the assumption (A. 181a). This is understandable since
Dr. Moffie did not participate in establishing the high school re-
quirement in the mid-1950's (A. 177a) and was never asked to
ratify it. He was qualified as an expert only in "Industrial and
Personnel Testing" (A. 164a) and was asked on direct examination
to testify only to the appropriateness of the tests used by Duke
(R. 162a-175a). As to the high school requirement, he clearly de-
ferred to the company:

"Q. [to Dr. Moffie] Would the High School education by
itself tell you whether an employee has the ability or
trainability for a job at a higher level ?

A. [by Dr. Moffie] A High School education would merely
tell you that you have the necessary abilities as defined
by a High School education, and if the company feels
that this is required in these jobs, that's all it would
tell you" (A. 188a).
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across the board to all jobs in all formerly white-only

departments, without any study or evaluation, is an ar-
bitrary action with a serious racially discriminatory
impact.

Nor can these requirements stand as a reasonable
attempt by Duke to upgrade its work force and obtain

employees who will be able to move through progression
lines to top level jobs, as the court below suggested. For

one thing, we are dealing here with four existing employees
who are already part of the work force and will remain so.
A company does not upgrade its force by underutilizing

existing employees; it does so when it hires new employees.
Second, Duke has not shown the requirements to be
relevant to even the highest level jobs in the plant and
therefore the requirements have not been justified as job-
related even to future promotional possibilities. Finally,
and most important, the employment and promotion situa-
tion at Dan Rivers is very static. Duke's witnesses de-
scribed Dan River as "a real stable employment situation"
(A. 65a). No new employees were hired from 1965 to 1967

(the period covered by interrogatories up to trial) (A. 74b) ;

and there were no transfers of employees to other plants
during this period (A. 77b, 83b). Only 19 promotions were
made within the plant in this two year period (A. 77b, 83b),
an average rate of one promotion every ten years for each
of the 95 men in the plant. This is hardly a situation where
employees must be frozen out of middle level jobs which
they can perform for fear that they will soon be knocking
at the door of jobs which may be beyond their capabilities.5 2

If Duke were permitted to adopt a high school diploma
requirement on the flimsy basis set out on this record, any
employer in the country would also be absolutely free to

52 If such a situation did occur, Duke could, of course, be free to
deny promotion to that upper level job.
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adopt such a requirement or some other educational re-

quirement which would have the same effect of grossly

preferring whites over Negroes.

2. The Test Requirement-The situation regarding the

tests is even less justifiable than that regarding the high
school diploma requirement. The claimed basis for this

was also set out by Mr. Theis. On July 2, 1965, the effective
date of Title VII the company had introduced the Wonderlic
and Bennett tests as a hurdle which all new employees

were required to pass.53 For some time, white employees

in the Coal Handling Department who were not high school

graduates had been seeking an alternative means of trans-

ferring to an "inside" job (A. 85a-86a). Mr. Theis ex-
plained:

"I seized on these tests as being a possible way that
I could free up these men who were blocked off. ... "

(A. 86a).

"In fact, that's what made me select these 2 tests-to

offer them an opportunity to be qualified, because the

white employees that happened to be in Coal Handling
at the time, were requesting some way that they could

get from Coal Handling into the Plant jobs. . ."

(A. 199a-200a).

Here again there was no job evaluation or other study

or analysis. No attempt to validate the tests was made.
(A. 115b). The tests were simply "seized" as a convenient

way of helping out a group of whites.

This is not because Duke is unfamiliar with the need for

study and validation of tests. They have retained an in-

s The legality of this requirement for new employees is not in
issue in this case. However, the timing of the adoption of the test
requirement and its well known discriminatory impact on Negroes
raises a good deal of suspicion.
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dustrial psychologist to do a validation study of tests

throughout Duke's system (A. 115b-116b). However, he
has been unable to validate the tests so far even though

he has completed at least one study on 100 to 200 people

(A. 179a). He is having the common experience of being

unable to produce a correlation between test scores and job

performance abilities.

Because it is so clearly the case, Duke apparently con-

cedes that its tests do not necessarily predict job perfor- {

mance and the court below found that they were not job

related. Rather, Duke seems to take the position that the

test is used in place of the high school diploma and is valid
as a substitute therefor (A. 180a-182a). Since the need
for a high school diploma is based on no study or evidence,
and is therefore unlawful, a test which measures the same

thing and admittedly has not been related to job perfor-

mance can hardly stand.

Because neither the high school diploma requirement
nor the test requirement is supported by any study, evalua-
tion or validation which shows that it is justified by Duke's
job performance needs, the gross discriminatory impact

on Negro incumbents cannot be ignored. The use of either

requirement tends to deprive Negroes of promotional op-

portunity in violation of Title VII.
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III.

Duke's Discriminatory Practices Derive No Protection
From Section 703 (h) of Title VII.

The educational and test requirements at Dan River con-

stitute an unlawful racial discrimination as explained at

length above. Since these requirements tend to prefer
whites over blacks, by three to one, it is discrimination with

a vengeance. Duke nonetheless attempts to obtain some

protection for this discrimination under section 703(h), 42

U.S.C. §2000e-2(h). This defense has no merit.

Section 703(h) provides that an employer is free:

"to give and to act upon the results of any professionally

developed ability test provided that such test, its ad-
ministration or action upon the results is not designed,
intended or used to discriminate because of race ... "

(Emphasis added).

It should first be noted that this provision applies only to
tests. It has no applicability whatsoever to the high school
diploma requirement. As to Duke's test requirement, this

section could have some relevance; but Duke's tests fail to

meet the requirements of this provision and therefore de-

rive no protection from it.

First, Duke's test use is not "professionally developed"

as required by section 703(h) because professional stan-

dards require, as a prerequisite to test use, study and evalu-

ation which Duke did not undertake. See, pp. 31-39, supra.
Duke would apparently read the term "professionally de-

veloped" to mean that any test developed by professionals

at its inception could be administered in any employment

situation. This would permit, for example, use of a typing

test to select ditchdiggers or the use of the College Boards
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to select janitors. The EEOC, in its Guidelines on Employ-
ment Testing Procedures, has ruled more reasonably that:

"The Commission accordingly interprets 'professionally

developed ability test' to mean a test which fairly
measures the knowledge or skills required by the par-

ticular job or class .of jobs which the applicant seeks,
or which fairly affords the employer a chance to

measure the applicant's ability to perform a particular

job or class of jobs. The fact that a test was prepared

by an individual or organization claiming expertise in
test preparation does not, without more, justify its use

within the meaning of Title VII." (A 130 b).

Duke's test use fails to meet this standard.

Second, an "intent" to screen out blacks is at least a part

of Duke's intention in using its tests. This can be inferred

from the timing of the decision to install tests, the lack of
study that went into it, and Duke's persistence in maintain-
ing the tests. To summarize the facts on this point, in 1965,
shortly after Federal law first required Duke to drop its

overt racial discrimination, tests were put in to modify the

high school diploma requirement in response to pressure

from whites in the Coal Handling Department who wanted

to transfer and who could not meet it. See p. 17 su2p'ra.

Instead of lowering the requirement or waiving it for long-

time employees, which would have permitted many blacks

to qualify for transfer, the company seized on the alterna-

tive of a test that continues to relate to educational and

cultural background. The company knew that the burden

of this requirement fell primarily on blacks in the Labor

Department. In March of 1966, these blacks expressly com-

plained to company officials about the unfair impact of the
test (A. 120b). The company was surely aware of the
notoriously poorer performance of blacks on these tests.
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Yet the company made no attempt to equate the situation

of blacks in the Labor Department with that of whites in
the better departments who were being exempted from the

high school and test requirements. It did not make any

study or investigation to determine whether the tests were

job-related, i.e., whether they fulfilled genuine business

needs. The company has conceded that it really has no

definite information about the efficacy or validity of the
tests (A. 179a). The only thing that Duke could have known
for certain about its tests was that they had a highly ad-
verse impact on black workers. Taking account -of Duke's

long history of segregation and discrimination, the conclu-

sion is inescapable that the discriminatory impact of the

tests was in the minds of Duke's managers and formed at

least part of Duke's intent in 1965.

Third, whatever Duke's intent, there is no question that

the tests are in fact "used" to discriminate against black

workers. Such is the clear result of using tests which apply

primarily to blacks in the plant while effectively exempting
whites, and it is the clear result of using tests to measure

educational attainment when such is not relevant to job per-

formance needs.

To the extent that any of these three points is correct,
Duke's test use is outside the protective scope of section

703(h). It should not be at all surprising that section
703(h) does not protect a test use such as that at Dan

River. If section 703 (h) were read as Duke proposes it

would give virtually carte blanche to any employer to use

tests to effectively create gross preferences in favor of

whites. The legislative history demonstrates that it was

not intended to have any such significance.

The test clause in section 703 (h) was introduced by

Senator John Tower as an express response to a decision
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of a hearing examiner under the Illinois Fair Employment

Practices Act in a case involving the Motorola Corporation.

110 Cong. Rec. 9024-42 (1964). This decision, handed down
while Title VII was on its way through Congress, indicated

that the use of any test having an adverse impact on blacks

might be unlawful per se, without regard to the question

of job performance needs. Decision and Order of FEPC

Hearing Examiner, reprinted in 110 Cong. Rec. 9030-9033
(1964)." This is obviously not the theory being advanced
by petitioners before this Court insofar as it ignored the

question of job performance. As Senator Tower correctly

pointed out, this ruling established a "double standard"

and might require the hiring of Negroes who were un-

qualified for a job.

Senator Tower therefore introduced an extensive amend-

ment to Title VII which he explained as "not an effort to

weaken the bill" but rather to protect the right of an
employer to assess an applicant's "job qualifications." 110

Cong. Rec. 13492 (1964). Senator Tower made it clear that
his amendment "would not legalize discriminatory tests."
Id. at 13504. He said he sought to protect only tests
"designed to determine or predict whether [an] individual

is suitable or trainable with respect to his employment

in the particular business or enterprize involved," Id. at

13492, thus indicating adherence to a job-relatedness

standard. The sponsors of Title VII were of the view that

the bill as it stood already protected employers against

a decision such as Motorola because of differences between

Title VII and the Illinois law. Moreover, they objected
to Senator Tower's amendment because it was loosely

worded and could read to give an employer an absolute
right to use a professionally designed test even if it oper-

" See 110 Cong. Rec. 9024 (1964), quoting editorial in Chicago
Tribune, March 7, 1964, critical of the Motorola decision.
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ated discriminatorily. Remarks of Senators Case and

Humphrey, Id. at 13503-04. For these reasons, Senator
Tower's extensive amendment was rejected by the Senate.
Id. at 13505. Subsequently, Senator Tower introduced a

much abbreviated and watered-down version of his amend-
ment which had been cleared with proponents of the bill.

110 Cong. Rec. 13724 (1964). Senator Humphrey, a sponsor
of the bill, said:

"Senators on both sides of the aisle who were deeply
interested in Title VII have examined the text of this
amendment and have found it to be in accord with the

intent and purpose of that title." Id. at 13724. (Em-
phasis added).

The amendment passed on voice vote without debate and

is now included in section 703(h).

This history demonstrates that the test clause, like so

many other special provisions in section 703,"6 was designed

to have no more than clarifying effect. Moreover, since

the original, and presumably more permissive, version of

Senator Tower's amendment intended to include a job-

relatedness requirement for tests, it is reasonable to im-

ply such a requirement in the less permissive version that

was enacted.5"

5 Cf. Section 703(f) and (g) and other parts of 703(h) of
Title VII.

56 Senator Humphrey reached this conclusion in a letter to the
American Psychological Association, stating flatly that section
703 (h) did not permit tests that were "irrelevant to the actural
job requirements." Letter to American Psychological Ass'n (no
date given), quoted in The Ind. Psychologist (Div. 14, Am. Psycho-
logical Ass'n. Newsletter), Aug. 1965, at 6.
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CONCLUSION

The essence of the issue in this case is whether employers
may be licensed to give employment preferences of three,
or more, to one to white workers over black. The Court
of Appeals decision, which authorized diploma and test
requirements absent an affirmative showing of racial
animus, in effect granted that license. The petitioners
submit that this interpretation of Title VII renders the law
powerless to combat the growth of irrelevant requirements
having a serious racially prejudicial impact. It is incon-
sistent with the entire thrust and purpose of this landmark
legislation. The decision below should be reversed and
remanded, with directions to apply a job relatedness
standard consistent with the rulings and interpretations
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of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and to

award petitioners a reasonable attorneys' fee.
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Br. Ap. 1

Decision of EEOC, December 2, 1966, reprinted

CCH, Employment Practice Guide, X17,304.53
Number 38-49 Decisions and Rulings 7 4 1 3 - 2 7
3-9-7

[J 17,304.53] Discriminatory testing procedures.

Decision of Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, December 2, 1966.
Reasonable cause existed to support conclusion that employer's testing procedures

discriminated on the basis of race where the criteria used were not related to the successful
performance of jobs for which the tests were given and only oue of 17 Negroes taking the
tests for advancement from "dead-end" jobs to "line of progression" jobs passed. In plants
with a history of discrimination, testing procedures will be carefully scrutinized, and the
burden is on the employer to show that tests are not used to exclude Negroes from job
opportunities.

Back references.-r 1209, 16,904.

On August 24, 1966, the Commission
adopted Guidelines on Employment Testing
Procedures (IT 16,904]. In light of the Guide-
lines, the Commission concludes that reasonable
cause exists to believe that Respondent's
testing procedures are in violation of Title
VII of the Act.

The following facts are undisputed. Re-
spondent employs approximately 2,465 per-
sons in its Paper Mill and Converter Plants.

. while e Negroes conlstitutc approxi-
mately 40% of [the local] population, they
constitute 6% of Respondent's work force.
Commencing in 1958 Respondent has ad-
ministered various tests to applicants fos
employment. From the beginning of 1957
through April 1964 Respondent hired 386
whites and 12 Negroes; of the Converter
plant employees hired since then, between
April 1964 and November 1965, 75 arc
white and 4 are Negro.

Most of the jobs at Respondent's plant
are in lines of progression, wv'hich means
that an employee moves up from a lower
paying job on the bottom to a higher pay-
ing job on the top in accordance with
seniority, if able to perform the work. Most
of the remaining jobs, which involve less
skilled and more menial work, are lower
paying "deal end" jobs with no prospect
of advancement. Of the white employees in
the Converter operation, 797 (827r ) are in
line of progression jobs while 177 (18%)
are in dead end jobs. Of the Negro em-
ployees in the Converter operation, 8 (8%)
are in line cf progression jobs while 89
(92%) arc in dead end jobs. In 1964 Re-
spondent commenced administering tests to
employees desiring to move from dead end
jobs to line of progression jobs or from one
line of progression to another. Employees
who were i, line of progression jobs wverc
not required to take the tests to keep their
jobs or to be promoted within lines of
progression. Since 1964, 94 white employees
and 17 Negro employees have taken the
transfer te.ts. Of these, 58 whites (38%)
and one Negro (6%) passed. The one
Negro wvho passed was outbid for the job
he was seeking by a higher seniority white.

Employment Practices

It is significant that until 1963, shortly
before the transfer tests were instituted, Re-
spondent maintained segregated jobs and
lines of progression, so that Negroes were
categorically excluded on the basis of their
race from the more ';killed and better pay-
ing jobs which were reserved for "w bites
only." WVlhile the bars are no longer ex-
pressly in terms.of race, it is plain that Re-
sjondent's testing procedures have had the
effect of continuing the restriction on the
entrance of Negro employees into "white"
line of progression jobs.

We stated in our Guidelines: "If the facts
indicate that an employer has discriminated
in the past on the basis of race . . . the
use of tests in such circumstances will be
scrutinized carefully by" the Commission."
Accordingly, where, as here, the employer
has a history of excluding Negroes from
employment and from the better jobs be-
cause of their race, and where, as here, the
employer now utilizes employment tests
wLvhich function to exclude Negroes from
employment opportunities, it is incumbent
upon the employer to show affirmatively
that the tests tlremselves and the method
of their application are non-discriminatory
within the meaning of Title VII.

Title VII perni s employers to use ability
tests which are professionallyy developed"
and which are not "designed, intended or
used" to discriminate. As we have stated
in our Guidelines, to be considered as "pro-
fessionally developed," not only must the
tests in question he devised by a per,son
or firm in the business or profession of de-
veloping employment tests, but in addition,
the tests must be developed and alplied in
accordance with the accepted standards of
the testing profession. Relevant here are
the requirements that the tests used be
structured itn terms of the skills required
on. the specific :ohs in question and that
the tests be validated for those specific
jobs. In other xords, before basing per-
sonnel actions opn test results, it must have
been determined that those who pass the
tests have a greater chance for success on
the particular j bs in question than those

17,304.53
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741 3- 21

wh, f-dl. I i, er, whemr the work force,
cr ,, t< "nil ws rk furce, is mtultracial, the
it.,ts shouldd ('r .be l:v!: te d accortitngtly.

lit the ht tamu caw , all ;, p r.. ctive C,".-
, .::. - -i ,:.t .h~; ,.re-ee .re r" -- " -ired: t, ; -

tlth stn F":rt;i,,vment Test in' or lib .'r-
;icant; iir j:.1 "rLquiring mechih: iva
abilit"' areai, required to mass tlhe Bten-
nett 1ec.t of M4echanieal Comnprelension
Fo.rn A \ andi P I"I Numerical "Test 41 cr 13.
For transfier, emplovees are reqtuired ti nas
or have paneid one or more of the above
tests plus the W"onderlic Personnel Trests
Form A. The Otis and Vonderic terts
treasure "general intelligence," with tuaur-
'ticuar loading on verbal facitty; the PT!I
test measures skill in arithmetic; the Ben-
nett test measures knowledge of pdinvcal
princileIls. 'I here is nothinme in the velarni-
nou nm iterials submitted by Respondent to
indicate that the traits measured hv these
tests are traits which are necessary for tle
succccsfiul periormance of the secitie ith
available at Respondent's plant. Nor dhites

Wu,.oher 33-O
2-0-67

it :apear '
t
it any of the tests have been

va!l ated ;,roperly in terms of the specific
jo s available at Resp olert's plant, or in

-' '' "i +$ racial coit" "-it ion rf Respond-
. - m: - e. in '-oiablset o 5cr-

ter:ce 'i. ::c tsts a-c prroperly related to
t'e j.b ai! have been properly validated,
ist:,piiiltentt hIas no ratio nal basis for be-
litving that ":-mo yees :mdl ariplicants who pass
the tstts will naked more successful employees
tln those who fail; conversely, Respmdtt
ihas no ratiorsl basis for helievin- that em-
poiyces and applicants wt ho fail the tests
wobn not matke succeassnl employees. Re-
spontlent's testir-r procedures, therefore, are
not "proiession:ity dcveloted." Aecordinsly,
si:ce ker.5spondnt's testing. -roccdures serve
ti perpt tuate the same pattern of racial dis-
cri:i,,:,tii 'n w~hen respocindent maintaincri
overtly fur many years before it began test-
ing, ws e conclude that there is reasonable
cause ti believe that Respondent, thereby,
has " violated and continues to violate Title
VI I of the Civil 1Ights Act of 1964.

[II 17,304.54] Failure to advance Negro employees to higher rated jobs on basis of
seniority.

)ecisi",n of Equal )Emlovymir t Opiorttuity Crnmissiotn, Case Nos. 5-11-2650,
6-3-3-----3-2723, November 1 SI,' 1%6.

Rcaso nalin cause exists to behuee that a stiel corpoi ,tio h:,s violatel Title VII by
maintaining an exilusively N,.tru jobl classincation withI n ti e mamtenn:,:c-o f-way depart-
mnt, byu transferring whites romni tther departments to tiil hither-raredh jobs within the
department, and by refusiiu to trnovide a training pr"tram wshiclh v'nil enable Negroes
to atlvance to hiigler-rated! jiobs; within the datitrtment.

hack reference.-T 1217.

Reasonable cause dhoes not exist to believe that a union violated Title VII by refusing
to pro'cess the grievance of a Neer member. Invsatignation revealed that the grievance
wa- rucecedc :oally, that it wa ss deitnied, that the un in member was notitied of the
detni:l. and that le failed to app'rai within ten dI. , ;rt iire d by the collective bargaining
agreentit.

Iliack rcference.-Y 1217.

.'itlwmlNry f (Claryts

T1"he Chacrginiig. Parties allege discrinina-
tion on the basis of race (Negro) as
follovs: "

(a: C!arein: Parties wrk itt the R"ail
T!"rao.l,;rtation 1 sij isii:n, Maintitnance tfi
Was Department, of the l-niteti States
Steel Cirlporation. There is little or n".
opportunity for alvancetnt for Neigr'es
in th "ir current ,eniirity unit. In ad' litin,
sever d white men w'.ith les seniirv were
briutht into the )epatrtrnent to till hig her
ratedi joibs. Resottelnt hires ttn trim

r Ater'.rm to stuuiirds /.r Ed.iiua:'r.l uni"
P:yctocu-l Tests anid Manuals pubuahed by
the Amirinan Psychintiren Associ;tion (i: mI.
test. snould be rctahiuated at least aerry 15

1:'.304.54

'thcr iet.rtmei'nts rather than letting the
Negries exercise their setiority rights with-
in the lI )partment.

(b) Olf the charge, Charging Party Mpeedh
inch: les L .ca! 1'"i.'n 1733 ri United( Stecl-
w ork:r." of .\^:erica as Reipondetnt with re-

t t, the :abo v'c matter, in nthat the Union
faiicd ti plicess the grievance.

umart<sey of Investigati.,n

(a) The invcstigation substantiates the

alhi'ations if the (-harging Parties that

*ar The (,: is tests were cie used in 1922. the
Baentt !n , 3. the W'.onderlic in 1942 and the
P- Ln 1%0.

S196;, Commerce Clearing House, inc.
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Decision of EEOC, December 6, 1966, reprinted
CCH, Employment Practice Guide, (17,304.55

Number 39-S
a-24-61

the Rcspondcnt is discriminating against thc
Charging Parties by continuing to maintain
a job classification which is exclusively
Negro.

The Maintenance of Way Department
(hereinafter referred to as MOWV) is a
portion of ithe bargaining unit represented
by Local 1733 of the United Steelworkers
of America. This same local represents
most of the employees in the Mechanical
Shops Department. MO\V is a seniority
unit with approximately 130 job opportuni-
ties. Only 18 of these job opportunities are
above JC-4 and in a Line of Promotion.

The Charging Parties are classified as
Track Laborers. Historically and currently,
this is an all-Negro classification. This
classification contains 112 of the 130 job
opportunities in MOW\V. Since 1950, there
has been but one addition to the Track
Laborer Seniority Roster, and this was a
Negro, a Mr. William Mathews, who was
added in September of 1965.

Prior to April of 1966, personnel actions
within MOV were virtually static:

(1) In 1959-1960 three (3) men (white)
were brought into the Department to work
at unskilled jobs that senior Negroes could
have qualified for.

(2) In April of 1966, an expert welder
(white) was brought into the Department
from the Regional Pool to work as a Track
Welder.

(3) In May of 1966, another Tin Mill
employee (white) was drawn from the
Regional Pool, this time for the job of
Signal Repairman.

7413-29

The Track Laborer job classification pro-
vides no training opportunities. Fourteen
of the 18 job opportunities above the Track
Laborer job have special training require-
ments. At best, you have approximately
100 men vying for four job opportunities.
The Charging Parties can not aspire to
anything other than a JC-4 Track Laborer
position. The low ratio of higher graded
jobs to the JC-4 job, and the low level of
personnel turnovers in MO\W contribute to
the persistence of the Charging Parties'
predicament.

(b) The investigation does not substan-
tiate the allegations that were filed against
Union Local 1733 by Charging Party Eugene
Speed.

Mr. Speed alleged failure of the union to
process a grievance he filed. After investi-
gation, it was determined that Mr. Speed's
grievance was processed verbally (griev-
ances are not reduced to writing until the
third step), that it was denied and dropped
at a lower step, and that Mr. Speed was
notified of this fact and failed to appeal the
action within 10 days as stipulated by con-
tract. His grievance, therefore, was not
processed further.

Decision

(a) Reasonable cause exists to believe
that the Respondent company is violating
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
as alleged.

(b) Reasonable cause does not exist to
believe that Local 1733 of the United Steel-
workers of America is violating Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as alleged.

[r 17,304.55] Employment tests found to be unrelated to job content are deemed
discriminatory.

Decision of Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, December 6, 1966.
Reasonable cause exists to believe that a food processing plant has violated Title VII

by administering an intelligence test which is not related to job requirements in order
to restrict the number of Negro employees and by refusing to hire Negro job applicants
solely because they were unable to pass the discriminatory test.

Back references.- 1209, 1217.

Summary of Charges

The Charging Parties allege discrimina-
tion because of race, as follows: After
Negro applicants had qualified for employ-
ment by passing a dexterity test (GATB),
they have subsequently been systematically
excluded by the Respondent through the
use of an intelligence test (Wonderlic).
Negroes. who have been ahle to pass the
intelligence test have sometimes not been

Employ ment Practices

employed, and white applicants have been
hired either without testing or when they
have applied at later dates than qualified
Negro applicants. The change im standards
for employment works to the disadvantage
of Negroes in the community because of
low education al attainment. In addition, the
Respondent's use of the local state employ-
ment service office for initial screening of
applicants results in disadvantage due to

17,304.55

Decisions and flulings
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ry - I .. - 0

traditionaldliscrimtinatory" practices by th~at

st ;"l-r ii" . icC trica^" r--'-r. a -facilit ".tt-re Ntr lictm' ma t-

sit. whe lre, thry er oan; . ter r::!ene. r" ! ,".

tri-; work, an-i unre th"v - re" .d

referrals cr :'.re ref::si r- acrrain to t: lut-

Chargin-' P.sriie- and 'tice lca' COR
c'Iapter -Nt b-ha'.i of 'Ne[-ro cier--) ~-.'n
t od th-at ts ,-rI util-rec crta m:th-

nis to arei h:i:- suctantiai riibers crsf
N errts >. r}-r'h;rr--r', t

tey- :-I e1 tl:- the
compatn and t.e Inca! power stuctiurc

ha agreed to Itt--ti thae nreber 0; Negr-
wotcn tr., lie hire:, t " avoid disturbing the

dot;tic '-ork I-

inmu[rary of Irvest'gation

1. The Respolnent's facilit for process-
ig Jointry fcr trc'en and ear.ndi focdI

procd- -t r-ets-eetd whicpreal (1hiny prnr
to -pening in it-u. It . A e i & thre
s:tmcr of 1%f' a'plc antst at the s'tae erm-

pilym*ent otice reqc-ested referral to the
company; -creenin teas bwtaFn in tie vin-

tcr of 'I6. Ac Ci o October 6. p'% 1e ,
spondenrt htad1 hiri till (ir ;--:c;, including
176 Negroes, clasitied as foilcws: '24 - n
skilled arl 19 serniskillel wo;hers, ln serv-

ice workers, s slut. -I worker;, 5 technicians.
anti 2 clerical wtcrkers. S-veral hundred
job opportunities are r:-'pectel to matcriali:e

and be tillel with(in the next fei rnmntha
a' the plant o eratint ii ivrses full prodir-
ttot The mucrity cf ih; av-ailable falI
int-n the category of unskile-l wsork inv'ols-'il
in dressing, cooking, anl packaging poultry.

2. Investigation disclosed that selection
p ,ocesses ut-el hy Retpconrlent have lent
themselves to discriminatory practices.

a. .- ldicati-n &acslutwton: Initial screen-
ing of more than 6.i(0 applications eim-
inated immediately these with less than

eglt years' school, erratic or inappropriate
work histories, over 5t) years of age, and
ircomplete applications; in ambition, pref-
erence wsas given thtcse with indlustrial wrk
c:;periene. All criteria 's-ere nit ri iia'

adlred to, in tit ror past St) and a few
\r ith less than cu:igtvear-' schtol w-err emo-
ployed. Aicout l.3(51 applicatin \s were re-
jcted; nearly three-qe:arters ci these were
f -om Neitro applicat s, with schooling a
rajor factor. Negroes comprise nearly

coe-half of the popl-tatiin in the c-unty',
tr-I more than half in neiuciihorinig count cs-
l ut of those cver ?3 rears r aac w Io iid

r ut complete ei;ht ycars of school in Sum-
trr, 62 per cent ate .Negro. Eiet years ofschoionn is no more valid an indicator of

V 17,304.55

j! Cna.ifcations than is a passing score
en ti.e in:li'ence test such as the W' on-

. il \'a i r-t-mi' C-f merdlr't .cord,.
-:.. ,er, ;m-+1 t: on diCreSd ta1t thetrc

r - h a cs-;It l cccl'-iiap' for .c'ro ap-
,:".:intC i.e u e of1 the la:g' p:r--crtion o

re..:-r-e''f io trc--ia-l r-asons.

,. Referer:cc Chcks: Reference checks,
wi.ich are r-t rrq"red tin .nwritir, are a

t:.ar st umni-'L :k, an-dr often hrrier,
t, :?ir I r " liant- inasr:uch a: sc-me

em''irC:: (e r"C::iv private hrscholds

and farmerrsl -c- .- tnt to !,. this
son-ce of 1e- ,aid Inr. Of those Negrc-es
already hired at least ore-half were for-
merly dome<.-ics, paid at the rate c-f £3.30
p,- clay,

.1. :na& fnterit Tstiinq: At lneat 40
prr-e : ttar t-tales re:erred by te state

,:.-: -n .ofrce ere Negres i- had
("''sI tile GATH twer r..d m-n-.! de::-

ten^;y testing . Ge tect:r:i"' irreC u lityi
in the m-e c-i this test ws-as ed-c: ir" that

o.ne critical score of the GA i13 '-?38 se-
ries tv;-aliiat ti for poultry 1I:nrers) was

nrAt Iinng nerd. Section IV cit the Manal
for the LSu; General Aptitude Pest bat-
tery, puhiiaicd lby the department ot Lahor
(1('), sce'c fotnb finer dexterity (F) and

ranital li-trity" (\1) factors a' impo "rtant
a;-titurcs in the selection of p-oltry-dress-
ir "crkers (ID. O. T. Code 525.c7). An
ca'lirr (1!62) version Ccf Sectirn II of the

G:-:d'e t, ri' lse of the GA T? also refers
to apti tides and M. The correlation be-
twees n lhese aPtittudee and superv-is'ry rat-
in-s (t~ current enplovers was 0.55. This
;alidiity cot iflcent is moderately high and
is quite adeqctate for the predic:irin of ap-
plicants' subceqne-nt performance on the job.

N\cither the Dictionary of O'cu^ rtzn'l Ti-
ties (1>. O. '.) nor the GATB Manu:al con-
tain atny infortmation to substantiate the
notion that general intelligence, verbal abil-
ity, nn nerical ability, or spatial ability are
re 1 uirc-I for the performance of this kind

of uin<t ili--.l work. Since the W1ontlerlic
f r -- it i Tec is heavily' laed -witth the

verbal, rirnmrical, and abstract reasoning
c ,mni 'eats of generall intelligence", its

conten: is irrelevant to job content and em-
l.::ce crotrrance among poultry-dressing

e. I :telw'nce Testin: One month after
hirnt Iean, Respondent introduced the

We:!-rle ;.-;t. A trial with the Wonilerlic
ha i he n con.iucted during tl:e spring; Ne-
gro a. w-iitc personnel who failed to

' 1i67, Conmerce Clearing House, Inc.

4 - ..- ' _
Num.bcr 3;--52
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achieve qualifying scores in this early test-
ing wete hired despite the results and have
proved to be satisfactory employees. Re-
spondent personnel who adminnister - the
Vonderlic have no training for or expe-

rience with testing; they use for guidance
a small bralet accompanying; the test.
They have arbitrarily subtracted more than
one point irom the score designated by pub-
lishers of the test as the national norm for
persons completing eight years of school.
A certain number oi irregularities in test
administration and scoring were noted, in
that a number of records revealed question-
able scoring and improper grading, as well
as alterations on test tapers. Respondent
contends these were clerical errors.

3. Seldom w "ill there be independent evi-
dence that Respondent intended its educa-
tional and testing requirements to eliminate
a disproportionate number of Negro job
applicants, but it is elementary that a per-
son must be held to intend the normal and
foreseeable consequences of his actions. If
Respondent did not anticipate the results
of its screening procedures, it is certainly
aware of them now. This is not to suegest
that in all circumstances it is improper for
an employer to utilize selection devices
which may incidentally reject a dispropor-
tionate number of Negro applicants, but
where, as here, the educational and testing
criteria have the ejfcct of discriminating and
are not related to job performance, there is
reasonable cause to bclieee that Respondent,
by uti/iing such devices, thereby violates
Title Vll.

4. Nine of the 30 Charging Parties are
included among 2,000 applicants aw-aiting
consideration since June 1966; when hiring
is done, the Respondent states that appli-
cations are selected from the file in a "ran-
dom" fashion and with no attempt to hire
in the sequence in which people had ap-
plied. This does not explain why only 17
per cent of the current employees are
Negro, v-hereas 4 per cent of the appli-
cants referred by the Employment Security
Commission as being qualified are Negro.

Ytid U lintgs 7 4 1 $ - 3 1

Negroes account for nearly one-half the
population in the county where the plant
is located, and more than 60 per cent in
counties to the South and East and 6S per
cent in the county to the North. Despite
this, a pattern of rigid segregation persists
in the area.

5. The majority of the jobs to be filled
require no special skills. Those classified as
skilled maintenance jolh do require that the
applicant read and write. The Responident
is using job descriptions developed for
operations in similar plants at other loca-
tions until such can be written for this
facility.

6. Inspection of the plant revealed that
Negro employees were not segregated
within working areas, and there were no
signs of differential treatment with respect
to any plant facilities. Sone jobs appear
to be dominated by one sex, but this does
not appear to result from any claim for
a bona fide occupational qualification. Fe-
male employees were observed to operate
forklift trucks, a non-traditional assign-
ment. However, male and female employees
are assigned separate series of clock num-
hers, and personnel records are segregated
by sex.

Decision

Reasonable cause exists to believe the Re-
spondent has violated Sections 703(a) (l )
and (2) of the Civil Rights Act of 19(A,
as follows:

1. It has failed to hire charging parties
and others sitnilarly situated, because of
race, by arbitrarily and discriminatorily
setting edlucat:onal standards that are not
justified for the jobs sought, as a means
of restricting the number of its Negro
employees; and

2. It has limited the selection of its em-
ployees in a u ay that tends to deprive the
charging parties and others of employment
opportunities, because of race, by the dis-
criminatory use of testing procedures which
arc not exempted by Section 703(h).
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BIRACIAL VALIDATION OF SELECTION PROCEDURES IN
A LARGE SOUTHERN PLANT

M. D. MITCHELL, L. E. ALBRIGHT, and

This study, conducted at a large Southern industrial
plant, is one phase of a multiplant investigation of personnel
selection practices within the corporation. The major aim
of this particular study was to determine whether tests and
other objective selection procedures in use are culturally
fair and valid for predicting job success. Other aspects of
the overall project will be devoted to a general review of the
quality and sequencing of all phases of the selection
process, including employment interviews, physical exam-
inations, and reference inquiries. In addition, procedures
for upgrading or promotion of present employees will be
scrutinized and revised if necessary to assure equal oppor-
tunities for all qualified employees.

METHOD

Subjects. In the study to be reported here, data from
the personnel records of nearly 1,600 male hourly workers
and 3,200 applicants at a New Orleans, Louisiana, plant
were examined. The majority of these men were semi-
skilled workers, either employed or applying for positions
in one large department of the plant engaged in processing
powdered alumina into molten metal. Working conditions
are difficult because of the high temperatures required for
the production process. Consequently, turnover is high. Of
the 1,594 employed Ss, 361 had terminated, most within 2
mo. of employment. The remainder of the Ss had been
employed from 3 mo. to 8 yr. or more.

Criteria. The 361 terminees were compared with
selected samples of the present employees with at least 3
mo. of service to ascertain whether the turnover-prone
individuals could have been identified at the time of hiring.
In addition to turnover, overall job performance evaluations
by supervisors of the present employees were utilized as a
criterion in the study. For work groups of 5 men or more,
the alternation ranking method was employed, with at least
2 supervisors ranking each man. Stanine ratings were used
for groups smaller than 5. Ratings and rankings were
converted to T scores with a mean of 50 and a standard
deviation of 10.

To assure uniformity and understanding of rating
instructions, meetings were held with all supervisors so that
the procedures could be explained and demonstrated. The
evaluations were made by the supervisors individually
during these meetings and were collected as the men left
the room.

Predictors. The predictor data consisted of the Wonder-
lic Personnel Test and biographical items extracted from
the company's application form. In all, 24 variables were
analyzed including age, amount of education, race, marital
status, number of dependents, etc.

Procedure. Separate, but similar, analyses were con-
ducted for the performance and tenure criteria. The
biographical items were analyzed using the Lawshe-Baker
procedure (1950) against both criteria. Subsamples of the
available Ss were used to develop the item weights, with the

remaining Ss held out for cross-validation. A scoring key of
12 items was developed for the tenure criterion using
validation samples of 200 terminated and 132 Ss who had
remained 3 mo. or more and were still employed. An item
analysis against the performance ratings was not sufficiently
promising to warrant cross-validation.

Intercorrelations of the Wonderlic scores, biographical
items, and criteria were computed, as well as stepwise
multiple regression equations against the performance
rating criterion (the dichotomous nature of the tenure
criterion precluded this latter analysis). Any suspected
nonlinear relationships were plotted graphically and in-
spected (none were found). Where appropriate, separate
analyses were performed for Negroes and whites. -

RESULTS

Negro-white comparisons. Data for 3,200 applicants,
gathered from October 1966 to October 1967, indicated
that the proportion of Negro applicants who failed to meet
the minimum score of 12 on the Wonderlic was precisely
twice that of the white applicants (705/1312 or 54% of
Negro applicants compared to 520/1899 or 27% of white
applicants). Subsequent analyses for the employed workers
showed that for neither whites nor Negroes was the
Wonderlic valid against either performance (r = -.01 for
830 whites and -.02 for 194 Negroes) or tenure (r not
computed but inspection of the scores revealed no essential
difference). As would be expected, the employed whites
had a significantly higher mean Wonderlic score than the
Negroes (20.0 vs. 16.4, t = 5.77, p < .01).

Interestingly enough, there was no significant dif-
ference in the performance ratings for the two groups (M
for whites = 50.6, SD = 8.1; for Negroes M = 49.4, SD=
7.1, t not significant), thereby easing concern that a group
of predominantly Southern white supervisors might be
biased in their evaluation of Negro workers. There was
some tendency, in addition, for Negroes to stay longer on
the job (39% stayed 3 mo. or longer vs. 33% of the whites)
although the difference was not significant.

Interrater agreement. As noted previously, 2 super-
visors ranked or rated each employee whenever possible.
Kendall's coefficient of concordance was computed on the
multiple rankings for a random sample of 66 employees and
found to be .77, significant at the .01 level; this finding
would seem to support the inference that a careful rating
job was done.

Prediction of performance. Despite their reliability, the
performance ratings were not significantly related to the
biographical items or to the Wonderlic for whites or
Negroes or for whites and Negroes combined.

Prediction of tenure. Although the Wonderlic was not
found to be predictive of turnover, a scoring key of 12
biographical items was developed and cross-validated. These
items included race, keyed in favor of Negroes; age, keyed
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in favor of older applicants; marital status, favoring married
applicants, etc.

The scoring key composed of these 12 items was
cross-validated with the results shown in Table 1. A phi
coefficient computed from these data was .30, x2 = 22.50,
significant beyond the .01 level.

TABLE 1

Cross-Validation of Tenure Scores for
Terminated and Still Employed Groups

Terminated Still employed Total
Score No. % No. % No. %

Less than 12 99 53 13 18 112 44
12.15 43 23 27 38 70 27
16 or More 44 24 31 44 75 29

Total 186 100 71 100 257 100

DISCUSSION

With the lack of positive results in predicting perform-
ance and the finding that the Wonderlic had been
screening out a disproportionate number of Negroes, it was
decided to revise the entire selection process. The changes
are as follows:

1. The Wonderlic has been dropped and the SRA
Pictorial Reasoning Test has been introduced into the
prehire process, on an experimental basis only. No selec-

Ap. 7

tion decisions will be made on the basis of this test until it
has been validated.

2. A biographical inventory has been introduced into
the selection process on an experimental basis. Hopefully, it
can provide further aid in reducing turnover and in future
performance studies.

3. The selection process has been altered to include-an
interview and a more comprehensive orientation session.
The changes follow a long period of almost total reliance on
test scores to select employees from a large group of
applicants.

4. The "tenure key" developed in the study will be
used in the selection process for hourly employees until
experimental data can provide an improved version.

These changes in one plant's selection process are typi-
cal of those which will probably be necessary for a number
of other plants. Hopefully, they will contribute to a fairer
and more valid set of procedures for all applicants. To the
extent that the situations and findings of this study may be
representative of the "state of the art" of personnel
selection, the investigators would urge other employers to
scrutinize their selection practices in light of the current
requirements to provide equal opportunity for all appli-
cants.

REFERENCE

Lawshe, C. H., & Baker, P. C. Three aids in the evaluation of the
significance of the difference between percentages. Educational
and Psychological Measurement, 1950, 10, 263-270.



§ 135g.3 IIdraortisonc.
A tolerance is established for negligi-

ble residues of hydrocortisone (as hydro-
cortisone sodium succinate or lydrocor-
tisone acetate) in milk at 10 parts per
billion.

§ 135g.25 Nenosmycin.

Tolerances are established for resi-
dues of neonsycin in food as follows:
0.25 part per million (negligible residue)
in edible tissues of calves; and 0.15 part
per million (negligible residue) in milk.

§ 135g.6 6 
Polynoyxin B.

A tolerance is established for negligible
residues of polymyxin B in milk at 2
units per msilliliter.

§ 135g.67 Methylprednitolone.
A tolerance is established for negligible

residues of metlylprednisolone in milk
at 10 parts per billion.

3. Part 121 is amended by deleting
§ 121.1003 Neomycin, polymyrin * *
and 3 121.1104 Neomycin.

Any person who will be adversely af-
fected by the foregoing order may at any
time within 30 days after its date of
publication in the FEDERAL REGISTER file
with the Heering Clerk. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, Room
6-62, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, Md.
20852, written objections thereto in quin-
tuplicate. Objections shall show wherein
the person filing will be adversely affected
by the order and specify with particu-
larity the provisions of the order deemed
objectionable and the grounds for the
objections. If a hearing is requested, the
objections must state the issues for
the hearing. A hearing will be granted if
the objections are supposed by grounds
legally sufficient to justify the relief
sought. Objections may be accompanied
by a memorandum or brief in support
thereof.

Effective date. This order shall become
effective on its date of publication in the
FEDERAL REGISTER.

(Sec. 512(L), 82 Stat. 347; 21 U.S.C. 300b(i) )

Dated: July 23, 1970.

CHARLEs C. EDWARDS:
Commissioner of Food and Drugs. -

1P.R. Doc. 70-99G8; Filed, July 31, 1970;
8:47 4.m.]

PART 135e-NEW ANIMAL DRUGS
FOR USE IN ANIMAL FEEDS

PART 135g-TOLERANCES FOR RESI-
DUES OF NEW ANIMAL DRUGS IN
FOOD

Dichlorvos

The Commissioner of Food and Drugs
has evaluated a new animal drug appli-
cation (40-848V) filed by Shell Chemical
Co., Agricultural Chemical Division, 110
West 51st Street, New York, N.Y. 10020,
proposing the safe and effective use of
dichlorvos as an anthelmintic in swine
feed.'The application is approved. Based
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upon an evaluation of the data before
kimo, the Comniissioner concludes that a
tolerance is required to assure that edible
tissues of swine treated with dichlorvos
are safe for Human consumption.

Therefore, pursuant to provisions of
tie Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act (sec. 512(i), 82 Stat. 347; 21 U.S.C.
3G0b(i)) and under authority delegated
to the Conmissioner (21 CFR 2.120), a
new section is added to Part 135e and
another to Part 135g, as follows:

§ 135c.54 Dichslonos,
(a) Ctemical name. 2,2-Dichlorovinyl

dimethyl phosphate.
(b) Approvals. (1) Premix level 9.6

percent granted to Shell Chemical Co.,

12:33

Agricultural Choemoicals Division, 110
West 51st Street, New York, N.Y. 10020.

(c) Assny limits. Finished feed must
contain 85-135 percent of the labeled
amount of dichlorvos.

(d) Special considerations. Do not mix
into feeds that are to be pelleted. Do not
mix with pelleted feed. Feed must be
maintained and fed dry. Do not use any
drug, insecticide, pesticide, or chemical
heaving cholinesterase-inhibiting activity
either simultaneously or within a fewi
days before or after worming animals
with tlse feed.

(e) Related tolerances in edible prod-
ucts. See ¢ 135g.75.

(f) Conditions of use. It is used as
follows:

Amount Limtations Indlcatfon for use

L Dechlorvos.... 0.036% Forswi,.. up to 70 pounds body weight, feed as For the removal and control of ma-
sole ration for 2 consecutivo days. tor swine ture, immalure, and/or fourt-stagn
from 70 pound; to market weliht, feed as solo trva of tho whlpworm (Trichuri
r aion at to rato of 8A pounds of feed per ead neis), nodular worm (osophnoalto-
until the medlcated feed hs been coumnd. mum ap.), and the forge roundworm
For boars, open or bred eltis, and sows, foed as (Ascarit mum) of tho intestinoa
sole ration at the rate of 4.2 pounds per head tract.
fler day foe 2 tosoetotiro days.

2. Dichlorvos.... 0.5% For boars, open or herd tilts, and sows, foed as Do.
sole ratIon at the rote of 6 pounds per head for
one feeding.

§ 13
5g.

7
5 Dichlorvos.

A tolerance of 0.1 part per million is established for negligible residues of di-
chlorvos (2,2-dichlorovinyl dimethyl phosphate) in the edible tissues of swine.

Effective date. This order is effective upon publication in the FEDERAI, REGIsTER.
(Sec. 512(1), 82 Sta.t. 347; 21 U.S.C. 360b(i) )

Dated: July 23, 1970.
SAM D. FINE,

Associate Commissioner
for Compliance.

[F.R. Doc. 70-9967; Filed, July 31, 1970; 8:46 a.m.l

*Title 2W-L4 R
Chapter XIV-Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission

PART 1607-GUIDELINES ON EM-
PLOYEE SELECTION PROCEDURES
By virtue of the authority vested in it

by section 713 of title VII of the' Civil
Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C., section
2000e-12, 78 Stat. 265, the Equal.
Employment Opportunity Commission
hereby issues Title 29, Chapter XIV,
§ 1607 of the Code of Federal Regulations.

These Guidelines on Emuployce Selec-
tion Procedures tseersede and enlarge
upon else Guidelines on Emptloymeont
Testing Procedures, issued by the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission
on August 24, 19G6. Because the ma-
terial herein is interpretive in nature,
the provisions of the Administrative
Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. 553) requiring
notice of proposed rule niaking oppor-
tunity for public participationn, and delay
in effective date are inapplicable. The
Guidelines shall be applicable to charges
and cases Presently ;:ending or hereafter
filed with the Commission.
sec.
1ee7.1 Statement of purpose.
1607.2 'Test" dciued.
1007.5 Discrimination defined.

See.
1607.4 Evidence of validity.
1607.5 Mslinimumstandards for validation.
1607.6 Presentation of validity evidence.
1607.7 Use of other validity studies.
1607.8 Assumption of validity.
1607.9 Continued use-of tests.
1607.10 Employment agencies and employ-

ment services.
1607.11 Disparate treatment.
16e7.12 Retestinog.
1607.13 Otsee eetion techniques.
1607.14 Affirmative action.

Au'rronrv: The provisions of this Part
1607 issued under Sec. 713, 78 Stat. 265, 42
U.S.C. sec. 2000e-12.

§ 1607.1 Sosiement of purpose.
(a) Tie guidelines in this sart are

based otn Lc -belief thsat properly vali-
dated and standardized employee selec-
tion procedures can significantly con-
tribute to the implementation of non-
discriminatory personnel policies, as
required by title VII. It is also recognized
that professionally developed tests, when
used in conjunction with other tools of
personnel assessment and complemented
by sound programs of job design, may
significantly aid in the development and
maintenance of an efficient work force
and, indeed, aid in the utilization
and conservation of human resources
generally.
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(b) An examination of charges of dis-
criasination V'ed with the Commission
and en evalur:ion of the results of the
Cemnis-ion's ccmapliance activities has
revealed a decided increase in total test
usage and a marked increase in doubtful
testing practices v:hich, based on our
experience, tend to have discriminatory
e'tects. In many cases, persons have
ce:ne to rely almost exclusively on tests
as the basis for making the decision to
hire, transfer, promote, grant member-
ship, train, refer or retain. with the
result that candidates are selected or re-
jected on the basis of a single test score.
Where tests are so used, minority can-
didates frequently experience dispropor-
tionately high rates of rejection by fail-
ing to attain score levels that have been
established as minimum standards for
qualification.

It has also become clear that in many
instances persons are using tests as the
basis for employment decisions without
evidence that they are valid predictors
of employee job performance. Where
evidence in support of presumed rela-
tiorships between test performance and
job behavior is lacking, the possibility of
discrimination in the application of test
results must be recognized. A test lacking
demonstrated validity (i.e., having no
known significant relationship to job
behavior) and yielding lower scores for
classes protected by title VII may result
in the rejection of many who have neces-
sary qualifications for successful work
performance.

(c) The guidelines in this -part are
designed to sane as a wvorlable set of
standards for employers, unions and
employment agencies in determining
whether their selection procedures con-
form with the obligations contained in
title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Section 703 of title VII places an affirma-
tive obligation upon employers, labor
unions, and employment agencies, as
defined in section 701 of the Act, not to
discriminate because of race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin. Subsec-
tion (h) of section 703 allo.ss such per-
sons " ' to give and to act upon the
results of any professionally developed
ability test provided tiat such test, its
administration or action upon the results
is not designed, intended or used to dis-
criminate because of race, color, religion,
sex or national origin."

§ 1607.2 "Tes" defined.
For the purpose of the guidelines in

this part, the term "test" is defined as
any paper-and-pencil or performance
measure used as a basis for any employ-
mont decision. 'Ihc uidclines in this part
apply, for exaample, to ability tatats whichl
are dsiseand to mts ure eligibilIty for
:ire, tr"amadar, prootion, membership,

traimnas: r'sierral or r:'etntio:. Tis dcli-
ni:.ion iaicna:e ', but i'' a' r': 'rieteud to,
r.;a'ur':: of ;'n' a "'al 1nl l:'I nc^ . mental

raalitity anad larnmia abiy '; se ac initl-
lcatual atbli' ces; ma'chanical, cerical and
ether aptil'a: "''; dex'tar; t;: and coordina-

tion; knos:"" and p'oficiency; occu-
pational and ather interest.; and atti-
t"dee, persormtlity or tmpCerament. Tae

rIULS AND '7IGULAT!CNs

term "test" includes all formal, scored,
quantifecd or stnrs.tand:, "O"'.ch.:cuce of

ess:ng job sutt.bflit:: incudin. in
addition to the aba-:e, s:acitic qualifying
or cdisqualifying personal history or back-
ground requirements, specific educa-
tional or work history requirements,
scored interviews, biographical informa-
tion blanks, interviewers' rating rcales,
scored application forms, etc.

§ 1607.3 DiscriIin',ation defined.

The use of any test which adversely
affects hiring, promotion, transfer or
any other employment or mcnbership
opportunity of classes protected by title
VII constitutes discrimination unless:
(a) the test has been validated and evi-
dences a high degree of utility as here-
inafter described, and (b) the person
giving or acting upon the results of the
particular test can demonstrate that al-
ternative suitable hiring, transfer or
promotion procedures are unavailable
for his use.
§ 1607.4 Evidence of ialidiay.

(a) Each person using tests to select
from among candidates for a position or
for membership shall have available for
inspection evidence that the tests are
being used in a manner which does not
violate 1 1607.3. Such evidence shall be
examined for indications of possible
discrimination, such as instances of
higher rejection rates for minority can-
didates than nonminority candidates.

Furthermore, where techsnically fea-
sible, a test should be validated for each
minority group with which it is used;
that is, any differential rejection rates
that may exist, based on a test, must be
relevant to performance on the jobs in
question.

(b) The term "technically feasible"
as used in these guidelines means having
or obtaining a siflicient number of mi-
nority individuals to achieve findings of
statistical and practical significance, the
opportunity to obtain unbiased job per-
formance criteria, etc. It is the responsi-
bility of the person clawing abenace of
technical feasibility to positively denon-
strate evidence of this absence.

tc) Evidence of a test's validity should
consist of empirical data demonstrating
that the test is predictive of or signifi-
cantly correlated with iamotant clo-
nacats of work behavior which comprise
or arc relevant to the job or jobs for
which candidates are being evaluated.

(1) If job progression st:'uctures and
seniority provisions are so establsihad
that newv emrployces will prchab:y. withinn
a reasonable period of time and in a
great majority of cases, p:-ogress t a
hig'hr level, it may be consid rrd that
candidate:' arc bceinag cvamlatedl far j!'+
at that hiherIa level. IIowever, where job
protaresion is not so neari+ auo:'.ic,:
or the time span i. such tiat hi:hr
level jobs or cnployees' poot tial mnay
be expected to chaate in si'rnicnt t
ways, it siaall be costidcred t:: t cansi-
dates are being evtsauated for a oo at1
or near rth enir level. This point is
mcade to underscore the p:iaei:ce that
attainment of or performance at a
ailhcer level job is a relevant criterion
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in validating employment tests only
when there is a high probability that
persons enpioyed vrill in fact attain
that higher level job within a reasonable
period of time.

(2) Where a test is to be used in dif-
ferent units of a multiunit organization
and no significant differences exist be-
t'::cen units, jobs, and applicant popula-
tions, evidence obtained in one unit may
suffice for the others. Similarly, where
the validation process requires the col-
lection of data throughout a multiunit
organization, evidence of validity specific
to each unit may not be required. There

, may also be instances where evidence of
validity is ap;'ropriatss' obteinedl from
more than one company in the saie in-
dustry. Roth in thits instance and in the
use of data collected throughout a multi-
unit organization, evidence of validity
staccific to each unit may not be re-
qu'red: Prodided, That no significant
differences exist between units, jobs, and
applicant populations.

; 1607.5 M11nimum standards for vali-

(a) For the purpose of satisfying the
requirements of this part, empirical evi-
dence in support of a test's validity must
be based on studies employing generally
accepted procedures for determining cri-
terion-related validity, such as those
described in "Standards for Educational
and Psycholeical Tests and Manuals"
published by Amcrican Psychological
A-scciation, 1200 17th Street NW.,
Washington. D.C. 20036. Evidence of
content or construct validity, as defined
in that publication, may also be appro-
priate where criterion-related validity is
not feasible. Hlosrever, evidence for con-
tent or construct validity should be ac-
companied by suflicient information from
job analyses to demonstrate the rele-
vance of the content (in the case of Job
knowledge or proficiency tests) or the
rnstruct (in the case of trait measures).
Evidence of content validity alone may
be acceptable for well-developed tests
that consist of suitable samples of the
essential knowledge, skills or behaviors
composing the job in question. The types
of knowledge, skills or behaviors con-
templated here do not include those
whlcicih can be acquired in a brief orien-
tation to the job.

(b) Although any appropriate valida-
tion strategy may be used to develop
such empirical evidence, the following
minimu:n standards, as applicable, must
be met in t:e research approach and in
the presentation of results which con-
stitte evidence of validity:

(f1 Where a validity study is conducted
in vhich tests are administered to appli-
cants, vith criterion data collected later,
tlhe sanaple of subjects must be represelt-
atire of the normal or ts'pical candidate
group for the job or jobs in question.
This further assumes that the applicant
sample is representative of the minority
population available for the job or jobs in
question is the local labor market. Where
a validity study Is conducted in which
tests are ad:nistered to present em-
ployees, the sample must be represent-
ative of the minority groups currently
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included in the aptlitcant population. If
1t is not technicaly feasible to include
r.:i"ority) etaployecs in validation studies
condutCed on the present work force. the
conduct of a valid:ion study without
minority candidates docs not relieve any
'prson of is subsequent obligation for
vaidaion when inclussin of minority
candidates becoincs technically feasible.2) Tes:ts must be administered and
scored uider controlled and standardized
conditions, with proper safeguards to
protect th-e security cf test scores and to
insure that scores do not enter into any
judgments of employee adequacy that
are to be used as criterion measures.
Copies of tests and test mantals, includ-
ing instructions for administration,
scoring, and interpretation of test results,
that are privately developed and/or are
not available through normal commercial
channels must be included as a part of
the validation evidence.

(3) The work behaviors or other cri-
teria of employee adequacy which the
test is intended to predict or identify
must be fully described; and, addition-
ally, in the case of rating techniques, the
appraisal form(s) and instructions to
the raters) must be included as a part
of the validation evidence. Such criteria
may include measures ether than actual
work proficiency, such as training time,
supervisory ratings, regularity of attend-
ance and tenure. Whatever criteria are
used they must represent major or
critical work behaviors as revealed by
careful job analyses.

(4) In view of the possibility of bias
inherent in subjective evaluations, su-
pervisory rating techniques should be
carefully developed, and the ratings
should be closely examined for evidence
of bias. In addition, minorities might
obtain unfairly low performance crite-
rion scores for reasons other than su-
pervisors' prejudice, as, when, as new
employees, they have had less opportu-
nity to learn job skills. The general point
is that all criteria need to be examined to
insure freedom from factors which would
unfairly depress the scores of minority
groups.

(5) Differential validity. Data must be
generated and results separately reported
for minority and nonminority groups
wherever technically feasible: Where a
minority group is sufficiently large to
constitute an identifiable factor in the
local labor market, but validation data
have not been developed and presented
separately for that group, evidence of
satisfactory validity based on other
groups will be regarded as only provi-
sional compliance with these guidelines
pending separate validation of the test
for the minority group in question. (See
1 1607.9). A test which is differentially
valid may be used in groups for which
it is valid but not for those in which
it is not valid. In this regard, where a
test is valid for two groups but one group
characteristically obtains higher test
scores than the other without a cor-

- responding difference in job performance,
cutoff scores must be set so as to predict
the same probability of job success in
both groups.

12:;

(c) In asses,ing the utility of a test § 16C7.7 Use of other vidi:y stimlic'.
the foiosrg coni:dcrations will be ap- In cases where the validity of a te:tplicable: cannot be determined Lureuant to

(1) The relationship between the test . § 1607.4 and I 1G07.5 (e.g., the n.umberof
and at least one relevant criterion must subjects is less than that required for a
be statistically signi'lcant. T15 ordi- technically' adequate validation stud', ornarily means that ice relationship should an appropriate criterion measure cr,not
be sumflcicntly bi:js as to have a p.rob- be developed), evidence frora vaidy
ability of no more than 1 to 20 to have studies conducted in other organizations,
occurred by chance. However, the use of such as that reported in test manuals and
a single test as the sole selection devce professional literature, may be consid-
vill be scrutinized closely wvhen that test ered acceptable when: rat The studies

is valid against only one component of pertain to jobs which are comparable
job performance. (i.e., have basically the same task e:e-

(2) In addition to statistical sigmfi- ments), and (b) there are no major dif-
cance, the relationship between the test ferences in contextual variables or
andcriterion should have practical sig- sample composition which are likely tonifcance. The magnitude of the rela- significantly affect validity. Any person
tionship needed for practical signifi- citing evidence from other validity
chance or usefulness is affected by sev- studies as evidence of test validity for his
eral factors, including: own jobs must substantiate in detail jo

(i) The larger the proportion of ap- comparability and must demonstrate the
plicants who are hired for or placed on absence of contextual or sample differ-
the job, the higher the relationship needs ences cited in paragraphs (a) and (b) of
to be in order to be practically useful. this section.
Conversely, a relatively low relationship
may prove useful when proportionately . 1607.8 Assumption of validity.
few job vacancies are available; (a) Under no circumstances will the

(ii) The larger the proportion of ap- general reputation of a test, its author
plicants who become satisfactory en- or its publisher, or casual reports of test
ployees when not selected on the basis utility be accepted in lieu of evidence c:
of the test, the higher the relationship validity. Specifically ruled oua are: as-
needs to be between the test and a cri- sumptions of validity based on test names
tetion of job success for the test to be or descriptive labels; all forms of po-
practically useful. Conversely, a relatively motional literature; data bearing on te
low relationship may prove useful when frequency of a test's usage; testi:nonial
proportionately few applicants turn out statements of sellers, users, cr consal-
to be satisfactory; tants; and other nonempirical or anec-

(iii) The silsaller the economic and dotal accounts of testing practices or
human risks involved in hiring an un- testing outcomes..
qualified applicant relative to the risks (b) Although professional supervision
entailed in rejecting a qualified appli- of testing activities may help greatly to
cant, the greater the relationship needs insure technically sound and nondis-
to be in order to be practically useful. criminatory test usage, such involvement
Conversely, a relatively low relationship alone shall not be regarded as constitut-
may prove useful when the former risks ing satisfactory evidence of test validity.
are relatively high. § 1607.9 Continued lse of test.
§ 1607.6 Presentation of validity evi- Under certain conditions, aperonrsy

ee. be permitted to continue the use ef a
The presentation of the results of a test which is not at the moment faty

validation study must include graphical supported by the required evidence of
and statistical representations of the re- validity. If, for example, determination
lationships between the test and the cri- of criterion-related validity in a species
teria, permitting judgments of the test's setting is practicable and required tut
utility in making predictions of future not yet obtained, the use of the test mtay
work behavior. (See i 1607.5(c) concern- continue: Procided: (a) The person can
ing assessing utility of a test.) Average cite substantial evidence of validity as
scores for all tests and criteria must be described in § 1607.7 (a) and (b); ar:d
reported for all relevant subgroups, in- (bi he has in progress validation pro-
cluding minority and nonminority groups cedures which are designed to produce,
where differential validation is required. within a reasonable time, the addito:aal
Whenever statistical adjustments are data required. It is expected also that lice
ncade in validity results for less than per- person may have to alter or sus;:rnd test
feet reliability or for restriction of score cutoff scores so that score ranges b'rod
range in the test or the criterion, or both, enough to permit the identi.cation of
the supporting evidence from the valida- criterion-related validity wtil oe otaited.
tien study must be presented in detail.
Furthermore, for each test that is to be § 1607.10 Enpioyment agencies ami
established or continued as an opera- employnent services.
tional employee selection instrument, as (a) An employment service, including
a result of the validation study, the private employment agencies, Stats ets-
minimum acceptable cutoff (passing) ployment agencies, and tie U.S. Trai:cing
score on the test must ba reported. It is and Employmernt Sarvice, as de.;ned in
expected thbat each operatoioal cutoff section 701(c), shall "iot make :pplict:n
score will be reasonlable and consistent . tl hl o ek plca
with normal expectations of prociency or employee appraisals or referrals based
within tie work force or group on which on the results obtained from any psycho
the study was conducted, logical test or other selection standard
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not validated in accordance with these
guidelines.

:hi An employment agency or service
which is requested by an employer or
union to devise a testing program is
required to follow the standards for test
validation as set forth in these guide-
lines. An employment service is not
relieved of its obligation herein because
the test user did not request such valida-
tion or has requested the use of some
lesser standard than is provided in these
guidelines.

(c) Where an employment agency or
service is requested only to administer
a testing program which has been else-
where devised. the employment agency
or service shall request evidence of vali-
dation, as described in the guidelines in
this part. before it andministers the test-
ing program and/or makes referral pur-
suant to the test results. The employment
agency must furnish on request such
evidence of validation. An employment
agency or service will be expected to
refuse to administer a test where the
eamployer or union does not supply satis-
factory evidence of validation. Reliance
by the test user on the reputation of the
test, its author, or the name of the test
shall not be deemed sufficient evidence
of validity (see § 1607.8(a)). An employ-
ment agency or service may administer
a testing program where the evidence of
validity comports with the standards
prodded in 1 1607.7.

§ 1607.11 Disparate treatment.

The principle of disparate or unequal
treatment must be distinguished from
the concepts of test validation. A test
or other employee selection standard-
even though validated against job per-
formance in accordance with the guide-
lines in this part-cannot be imposed
upon any individual or class protected
by title VII where other employees,
applicants or members have not been
subjected to that standard. Disparate
treatment, for example, occurs where
members of a minority or sex group have
been denied the same employment, pro-
motion, transfer or membership oppor-
tunities as have been made available to
other employees or applicants. Those
employees or applicants who have been
denied equel treatment, because of prior
discriminatory practices or policies, must
at least be afforded the same opportu-
nities as had existed for other employees
or applicants during the period of dis-
crimination. Thus, no new test or other
employee selection standard can be ins-
posed upon a class of individuals pro-
tected by title VII who, but for prior
discrimination, would have been granted
the opportunity to qualify under lesssringent selection standards previously
in force.

1607.12 lice.-ting.
Employers, unions, and employncent

agencies should provide an opportunity
for ret:tin' and reconsideration to
earlier "failure" candidates who have
asailed thccn"elves of more training or
e:cerence. Int particular, if any appli-
cant or cepyc o during thce course of
en interim or other cnployment pro-
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ccdure claims more education or experi-
cnce, that individual should be retested.

§ 1607.13 Other selection techniques.

Selection techniques other than tests,
as defined in § 1507.2, may be improperly
used so as to have the effect of discrim-
inating against minority groups. Such
techniques include, but are not restricted
to. unscored or casual interviews and u-
scored application forms. Where there
are data suggesting employment discrim-
ination, the person may be called upon to'
present evidence concerning the validity
of his unscored procedures as well as
of any tests which may be used, the
evidence of validity being of the sanse
types referred to in ;: 1607.4 and 1607.5.
Data suggesting the possibility of dis-
crimination exist, for example, when
there are differential rates of applicant
rejection from various minority and
nonminority or sex groups for the same
job or group of jobs or when there are
disproportionate representations of mi-
nority and nonminority or sex groups
among present employees in different
types of jobs. If the person .is unable
or unwilling to perform such validation
studies, he has the option of adjusting
employment procedures so as to elimi-
nate the conditions suggestive of em-
ployment discrimination.

§ 1607.14 Affirmative action.
Nothing in these .guidelines shall be

interpreted as diminishing a person's ob-
ligation under both title VII and Execu-
tive Order 11246 as amended by Execu-
tive Order 11375 to undertake affirmative
action to ensure that applicants or em-
ployees are treated without regard to
race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin. Specifically, the use of tests which
have been validated pursuant to these
guidelines does not relieve employers,
unions or employment agencies of their
obligations to take positive action in af-
fording employment and training to
members of classes protected by title VII.

The guidelines in this part are effec-
tive upon publication in the FEDERAL
REGsTEa.

Signed at Washington, D.C., 21st day
of July 1970.

[SEALI WILLIAM_ H. BRoWN III'
Chairman.

[F.. Doc. 70-9962; Filed, July 31, 1970;
8:46 a.m-l

Chapter II!-oord of Mine Opera-
tions Appeals, Department of the
Interior

PAINE HEALTH AND SAFETY;
A??PEALS

In F.R. Doc. 70-3789 appearing in the
issue for Saturday, March 28, 1970, on
page 5255, there wvas established in Title
30, Code of Federal Regulations, a new
Chapter III. Part 200 thereof described
the organization and jurisdiction of tle
Board of Mine Operations Appeals to
pcerfcrm the review functions of the Sec-

rotary of the Interior under the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
10G9. This Board shall also be authorized
to perform the review functions of the
Secretary under the Federal Metal and
Nonmetallic Mine Safety Act of 1956. For
this reason, Part 300 is hereby amended
by substituting therefor a newr Part 300,
reading as set forth below, to include
these functions. Also, a new Part 302, as
set forth below, describing the Board's
procedures under tice Federal Metal and
Nonmetallic Mine Safety Act, is hereby
added to Chapter III. Ne-w Parts 300 and
302 shall become effective upon their
publication in the FEDERAL REGIsTER.

WALTER J. HrcKEL,
Secretary oI the Interior.

JuLY 30, 1970.

PART 300-ORGANIZATION
Sec.
300.1 Jurisdiction.
300.2 Power of Secretary.
300.3 Constituency and Decisions of Board.

AcronrrY: The prevlsions of this Part
300 issued pursuant to sec. 508, Public Law
91-173; 83 Stat. 803; and sec. 9, Public Law
8e-577; as Stat. 777; 26 U.S.C. 728.

§ 300.1 Juridiction.

(a) The Board of Mine Operations
Appeals, under the direction of a Board
Chairman, is authorized to exercise, pur-
suant to regulations published in the
FEDErAL REcIsTER, the authority of the
Secretary under' the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 pertaining
to;

(1) Applications for review of with-
drawal orders: notices fixing a time for
abatement of violations of mandatory
health or safety standards; discharge or
acts of discrimination for invoking rights
under the Act, and entitlement of miners
to compensation;

(2) Assessment of civil penalties for
violation of mandatory health or safety
standards or other provisions of the Act;

(3) Applications for temporary relief
in appropriate cases;

(4. Petitions for modification of man-
datory safety standards:

(5) Appeals from orders .nd decisions
of hearing examiners: and

(6) All other appeals and review pro-
cedures cognizable by the Secretary un-
der the Act.

(b) The Board is authorized to exer-
cise, pursuant to regulations published
in the FntsAL REGISTER, the authority
of the Secretary under the Federal Metal
and Nonmetallic Mine Safety Act of 1966
to reviewed withdrawal orders.

(c) In the exercise of the foregoing
functions the Board is authorized to
cause investigations to be made, order
hearings. and issue orders and notices
as deemed appropriate to secure the just
and prompt determination of all pro-
ceedings. Decisions of the Board on all
matteis within its jurisdiction shall be
final for the Department.

§ 300.° I'ower of Scrretary.

Nohling in this part shall be construed
to deprive the Secretary of any power
conferred upon hins by the aforecited
Acts or by other lay.

Fe'e?At RemTe
9
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